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CALENDAR
Put it on the

Las Vegas Convention Center, Las 
Vegas; PMMI; 571-612-3200

https://www.packexpolasvegas.com/

Pack Expo Las Vegas

 Septemb
Doral Resort, Miami; Food 
Engineering; 844-644-7449

www.foodautomationconference.com

FA&M Conference & Expo

 Septemb
https://www.preparedfoods.com/new-products-

conference

Marriott Dallas Downtown, Dallas; 
Prepared Foods; 844-644-7449

New Products Conference
 Septemb

Event details are changing because of COVID-19. This information was current at the time of publication.
Photos courtesy of (from L to R): NPC, FA&M, PACK EXPO

Rosemont Convention Center, 
Chicago; Private Label Manufacturers 
Association; 212-972-3131
https://www.plma.com/events/plmas-
annual-private-label-trade-show

14-16: PLMA Private Label
Trade Show

McCormick Place South Hall, Chicago; 
Food Processing Suppliers 
Association; 703-761-2600
www.myprocessexpo.com

2-5: Process Expo
November 2021

Mandalay Bay Hotel, Las Vegas; 
Informa Markets; 866-922-0762
https://west.supplysideshow.com/

25-28: SupplySide West

Marriott Marquis, San Diego Marina, 
San Diego; National Frozen & 
Refrigerated Foods Association;
717-657-8601
https://nfraconvention.org/

16-19: NFRA
October 2021

Jacob Javits Convention Center, New 
York City; Specialty Food Association; 
212-482-6440
https://www.specialtyfood.com

27-29: Summer Fancy Food Show

Miami Beach Convention Center, 
Miami; World Trade Center Miami; 
(305) 871-7910
https://www.americasfoodandbeverag
e.com/

22-23: Americas Food and 
Beverage Show 

Pennsylvania Convention Center, 
Philadelphia; New Hope 
Network/Informa Markets; 
866-458-4935
www.expoeast.com

22-25: Natural Products 
Expo East

Kansas City Convention Center, 
Kansas City, Mo.; WATT Global Media; 
events@wattglobal.com
https://www.petfoodforumevents.com/

22-24: Petfood Forum
September 2021

Orange County Convention Center, West 
Building, Orlando, Fla.; North American 
Association of Food Equipment 
Manufacturers; 312-245-1054
https://www.thenafemshow.org/

26-28: NAFEM Show 

Donald E. Stephens Convention 
Center, Rosemont, Ill.; 310-445-4273
https://powderandbulkshow.com/

24-26: Powder & Bulk Solids Expo

Meadowlands Expo Center, Secaucus, 
N.J.; Informa Markets; 866-922-0762
https://east.supplysideshow.com

24-25: SupplySide East

Charlotte Convention Center, 
Charlotte, N.C.; Snac International; 
703-836-4500, ext. 201
www.snaxpo.com

22-24: SNAXPO
August 2021
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Food and beverage plants continue to push the envelope of innovation

Innovation abounds

CASEY LAUGHMAN  I  Editor-in-Chief
From the Ed

I had the opportunity to tour both the 2021 Food Engineering 
Plant of the Year and the Sustainable Plant of the year over the 
last couple months. 

They are very di�erent plants making very di�erent things; 
Keurig Dr Pepper’s Plant of the Year is a beverage plant, while 
Cuisine Solutions won Sustainable Plant of the Year for its 
sous vide facility. So you can’t really do an apples-to-apples 
comparison on how they approached each aspect of the 
plants and what they needed to do.

But what they—and the other submissions we received for this 
year’s award—do have in common is the level of innovation 
and creative solutions present throughout the plants. I was 
curious to learn about how the challenges of the last couple 
years had a�ected design and construction decisions and 
whether they had led to ideas having to be abandoned or 
modi�ed due to trying to bring plants online during the 
pandemic.

Keurig Dr Pepper won the 2021 Food Engineering Plant of the Year 
award for its production facility and regional distribution center 
in Allentown, Pa. Photo courtesy of Keurig Dr Pepper

Even though we’re all working under conditions we never would’ve
expected, we’re still �nding the best ways to do things.

I’m happy to report that’s not the case. You’ll see the Plant of the Year in this month’s cover story, and you’ll get a look at 
the Sustainable Plant of the Year in October. Both had challenges, and both had to �gure out solutions under far from 
normal circumstances. But both were able to develop and implement those solutions in ways that continue to push the 
envelope of innovation in food and beverage plants.

That’s a very good sign. It shows that even though we’re all working under conditions we never would’ve expected, we’re 
still �nding the best ways to do things. In both plants, I saw something I’d never seen before. I saw solutions and 
innovations that blew me away with their elegance and creativity.

Both of the winning companies and the design-build �rms are extremely proud of their plants, and they should be. 
Because they show that it’s possible to design, build and bring online a world-class production facility through 
shutdowns, labor shortages, strict safety protocols, material shortages, travel restrictions and the million other things 
plants have had to deal with over the last couple years.

They’re both staggering achievements, and I’m looking forward to sharing their stories with all of you. Because there are 
a lot of lessons to be learned, and the most prominent one is this: No matter how challenging an obstacle may seem, 
there’s always a solution. Always. FE
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Three companies are moving the needle on regenerative programs

“Regenerative” is key to ag/water 
sustainability

Photo courtesy of Getty Images / Maxvis

Three recent announcements from food and beverage companies use the word regenerative—either applied to 
sustainable agriculture or water. Today, the term connotes a concept something like the agriculture of the 1950s or 
earlier when small farms were the norm, and farm activities like rotating crops and spreading manure on the �elds from 
the livestock prior to plowing and planting provided a soil rich in nutrients, requiring very little fertilizer input to get a
good yield. 

So old is new again, and fashionable—call it sustainable and hope it’s not a fad, but a real trend that produces a 
sustainable, healthier environment and food. According to the USDA site de�ning “sustainable agriculture terms,” 
regenerative agriculture was a term coined by Robert Rodale, which was expanded to “regenerative/sustainable 
agriculture” by the Rodale Institute and Rodale Research Center.

According to Robert Rodale [1], two reasons for emphasis on “regeneration” are:
1. Enhanced regeneration of renewable resources is essential to the achievement of a sustainable form of agriculture
2. The concept of regeneration would be relevant to many economic sectors and social concerns.

Today, technology—such as pH, humidity, nitrogen, oxygen and a host of other sensors combine with AI-based software
—brings the old science up to date with the latest methods to get actionable information from inputs and crop yields, 
and weather/soil conditions as well.

PUTTING REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE TO WORK: ARDENT MILLS

Ardent Mills, a �our milling and ingredient company in partnership with Nutrien Ag Solutions, the retail division of a 
large crop inputs company, recently announced the advancement of its regenerative agriculture program. The program 
is focused on strengthening the soil ecosystem and helping producers improve their farms’ productivity and pro�tability. 
Ardent Mills has committed by the end of 2022 to enrolling 250,000 acres of spring and winter wheat into its 
regenerative agriculture program—with the goal of advancing regenerative agricultural practices and building the grower 
base over the next three years.

In cooperation with its producer partners and Nutrien Ag Solutions, Ardent Mills has built a regenerative agriculture 
program that aims to increase organic matter content and improve nutrient e�ciency and water in�ltration. The 
program uses key outcomes and provides side-by-side quality comparisons to understand thoroughly how regenerative 
agriculture a�ects the quality of wheat.

The regenerative agriculture program currently operates across 12 projects in nine geographies in the U.S. and Canada—
including Alabama, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Pennsylvania, Texas and 
Saskatchewan. The initiative helps to serve Ardent Mills’ customers by providing valuable opportunities to meet their 
public sustainability goals and the needs of their consumers.

“Consumers are becoming increasingly curious about what’s in their food and choosing foods that align with their 
personal values. Sustainability is one of those key areas for many consumers,” says Shrene White, general manager, The 
Annex by Ardent Mills. “Not only does this program bene�t the environment, but it also helps our customers meet those 
consumer demands. We’re excited to partner with our customers, growers and Nutrien Ag Solutions to continue this 
very important initiative.”

PEPSICO—MOVING TOWARD A MORE SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYSTEM WHILE RETHINKING CROPS

PepsiCo has just released its 2020 sustainability report, which showcases progress toward a more sustainable food 
system. The report says there is much work to be done to address pressing challenges in the food system, such as 
climate change, fertile topsoil loss and packaging waste.

The report looks at two key areas where rethinking the growth and sourcing of crops is a must:

• Sustainably sourcing 100% of its direct commodities in 28 countries, with nearly 87% of direct commodities 
sustainably sourced globally as of 2020
• Announcing a new Positive Agriculture ambition that aims to spread regenerative practices across 7 million acres, 
improve the livelihoods of more than 250,000 people in its agricultural supply chain and sustainably source 100% of its 
key ingredients, including key crops from third parties, by 2030

“We are working to transform the way we create shared value by operating within planetary boundaries and inspiring 
positive change for the planet and people,” says Ramon Laguarta, PepsiCo’s chairman and CEO. “This will make us a 
better company, with purpose more deeply integrated into our business strategy. It will also make us faster and 
stronger, enabling accelerated growth and continued investment in our people, business and communities. And we 
hope it will make us an example for our partners and our peers.”

PepsiCo is also looking to reduce absolute GHG emissions across its value chain by 5%, improve operational water-use 
e�ciency by 15% in high water-risk areas, continue e�orts to reduce packaging waste to zero by converting to 100% 
rPET in 22 markets worldwide and complete its transition to 100% renewable electricity for its U.S. operations.

“2020 was a year of challenges and a year of change,” says Jim Andrew, chief sustainability o�cer, PepsiCo. “The 
challenges created by the COVID-19 pandemic impacted every corner of the globe and highlighted the urgent need to 
partner and drive change toward a more sustainable and resilient food system. I’m proud that PepsiCo rose to the 
challenge in 2020, and there’s no slowing down PepsiCo’s ambition to drive a positive impact on our planet and the 
communities we serve.”

REGENERATING LOCAL WATER CYCLES

With climate change, water availability has been a challenging input, especially if a company’s product is bottled water. 
Nestlé Waters is expanding its current e�orts to manage water sustainability and increase its collaboration with 
partners to support local solutions. These solutions are designed to help regenerate the ecosystems in the areas around 
each of Nestlé Waters’ 48 sites. As of 2025, the company expects to help nature retain more water than the business 
uses in its operations.

Nestlé’s new initiative builds on the company’s 2017 commitment to certify all of its Waters’ sites by the Alliance for 
Water Stewardship (AWS) by 2025. This standard requires water users to understand and act collectively on water 
challenges.

Nestlé will use its expertise to advance the regeneration of local water cycles through the implementation of more than 
100 projects for its 48 sites by 2025, which will represent a $130 million investment. These new, measurable actions will 
support better water management and infrastructure. Project examples include:

• Buxton—Land conservation (protecting land from development) and natural �ood management interventions in 
Derbyshire, UK
• Vittel—River restoration and renaturation projects in Vosges, France
• Nestlé Pure Life—Support for farmers to use drip irrigation in Sheikhupura, Pakistan
• Nestlé Pure Life—Delivery of water treatment, �ltration and pipeline infrastructure for the municipal water supply in 
Benha, Egypt

Nestlé’s work will be tailored to individual locations, needs and issues, and will take a broader approach going beyond 
its own operations. The company will work with local water users, communities, partners and global experts to identify, 
develop and progress projects speci�c to those challenges.

All projects will be measurable, using the World Resources Institute’s Volumetric Water Bene�t Accounting (VWBA) 
methodology. This methodology provides consistency in analyzing water management activities and helps to ensure 
that such activities address current and future shared water challenges.

“As a business with a long heritage of nature protection and water stewardship, we want to go beyond the conservation 
of water sources to help regenerate and restore water cycles in the areas where we operate,” says Cédric Egger, head of 
Sustainability at Nestlé Waters. “We know the water challenge is global, but it can only be tackled through local 
solutions. Now is the time to expand the scope of our actions. With Nestlé’s presence around the world, we can learn 
from our many partners and contribute to solving the water challenges in the locations near our operations.” FE

Regulatory 
WatchFDA issues final rule to amend yogurt’s 
standard of identity
E�ective July 12, 2021, the FDA issued a �nal rule to revoke the standards of identity for low-fat yogurt and nonfat 
yogurt, and amend the standard of identity for yogurt in numerous respects. The action is in response, in part, to a 
citizen petition submitted by the National Yogurt Association (NYA). The �nal rule revokes the standards for low-fat 
yogurt and nonfat yogurt. Consequently, both are covered under the general de�nition and standard of identity in 21 CFR 
130.10, which sets out requirements for foods that deviate from other standardized foods due to compliance with a 
nutrient content claim. This rule modernizes the yogurt standard to allow for technological advances while preserving 
the basic nature and essential characteristics of yogurt and promoting honesty and fair dealing in the interest of 
consumers. 

The �nal rule amends the standard of identity for yogurt by making certain technical changes, permitting reconstituted 
forms of basic dairy ingredients (cream, milk, partially skimmed milk and skim milk used alone or in combination) and 
the use of any optional safe and suitable milk-derived ingredient under certain conditions. 

It also establishes functional classes of safe and suitable ingredients—including cultures, �avoring, color additives, 
stabilizers, emulsi�ers and preservatives—and replaces the list of nutritive sweeteners with the term “nutritive 
carbohydrate sweeteners.”

The agency says this rule also permits the optional labeling statement “contains live and active cultures” or similar 
statement if the yogurt contains speci�ed amounts of live and active cultures. For yogurt treated to inactivate viable 
microorganisms, the �nal rule requires a statement of “does not contain live and active cultures” on the label.

The compliance date of this �nal rule is January 1, 2024. FE
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 People News

NEWS
Manufacturing

People & Industry

 Todd  Newman C. Todd Boone Rick Kowey Amy Chen Celina Li Tove Andersen

TOMRA SYSTEMS ASA, a Norway-headquartered, global sustainable technology company, has appointed TOVE 
ANDERSEN as its new CEO, e�ective November of this year. She will replace current president and CEO, Stefan 
Ranstrand. Tove joins TOMRA from YARA International where she is currently executive vice president, Europe.

THE CONSUMER GOODS FORUM has announced its two new co-chairs: DANIEL ZHANG, chairman & CEO of Alibaba, 
and JAMES QUINCEY, chairman & CEO of The Coca-Cola Company. The announcement was made following the 
meeting of the Board of Directors during this year’s Global Summit. The pair will replace outgoing Co-Chairs Özgür 
Tort, CEO of Migros Ticaret, and Emmanuel Faber, former chairman & CEO of Danone.

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRIES INC. has named CELINA LI to its Senior Leadership Team as chief commercial o�cer 
and general manager, International & Ingredients. In this role, Li will lead Ocean Spray branded products outside of 
the U.S., as well as the agricultural cooperative’s business-to-business global ingredients business. She will have 
oversight and management for these critical business divisions to continue driving international growth and 
expansion for Ocean Spray.

UPSIDE FOODS, specializing in cell-cultured meat, poultry and seafood, appointed former PepsiCo Senior Vice 
President AMY CHEN as its �rst chief operating o�cer. With Chen on board bolstering the leadership team, UPSIDE 
Foods has accelerated its transformation to a commercial organization as it prepares to bring its �rst consumer 
product, UPSIDE Chicken, to market.

UNIVERSAL COMPRESSED AIR, a Pennsylvania-based provider of compressed air systems, has appointed RICK 
KOWEY as senior vice president & chief operating o�cer. Reporting to Sam Piazza Sr., president and CEO, Kowey will 
lead UCA’s commercial, technology and operating functions.

KAMAN DISTRIBUTION GROUP, a value-added distributor of bearings, power transmission, automation and �uid 
power products, has announced the appointment of C. TODD BOONE as vice president & general manager of its 
Automation business.

THAYER SCALE announced TODD NEWMAN is joining the company as its new vice president of Engineering and 
Development. Newman brings over 16 years of experience in process control and engineering. 

DAIYA FOODS, announced the appointment of �nance veteran MELISSA LEE to the position of chief �nancial o�cer 
for the company. Lee will report directly to CEO Michael Watt and will be responsible for leading the Finance and IT 
teams for Daiya.

TREEHOUSE FOODS INC. announced that KRISTY N. WATERMAN has joined the company as executive vice president, 
general counsel and corporate secretary. Waterman will have responsibility for TreeHouse’s legal, compliance and 
ethics organization—and will also serve as corporate secretary.

CRITICAL MANUFACTURING announced that JONATHAN KARMAOU has joined the company as director of business 
transformation. Karmaou will establish a consulting practice centered around digital transformation and enterprise 
implementation strategies, and will lead the U.S. based and o�shore project management teams serving Critical’s 
growing U.S. customer base.

 IndustryNews
Global snacks and confections maker, PROMOTION IN MOTION INC. is rebranding to PIM Brands Inc. as it continues 
on its long-running growth plan. The company—known for its brands including Welch’s® Fruit Snacks, Original Gummi 
FunMix®, Sour Jacks®, Sun-Maid® Chocolate Raisins and more—also announced it has moved its global headquarters 
to a state-of-the art complex in Park Ridge, N.J.

INFOR announced JOHN SOULES FOODS’ successful go-live and consolidation of its payroll and human resources 
systems. Working alongside Infor implementation partner BAILS, John Soules Foods has implemented key cloud-
based Infor Global Human Resources applications, migrating more than 1,200 employees with facilities in multiple 
states. Infor’s new multi-tenant payroll solution will help provide in-house payroll processing capabilities to help 
manage back-end payroll processes, including employment tax �ling, wage payments, wage garnishments and other 
value-added services.

ERIEZ is boosting its international pro�le with the establishment of ERIEZ-DEUTSCHLAND GMBH (Eriez-Germany), 
headquartered in Recklinghausen, Germany.

ANSWERROCKET announced that AMERICAN LICORICE COMPANY is leveraging its augmented analytics platform to 
enable streamlined data discovery and automated analysis of its syndicated market data from IRI and SPINS.

ADMIX INC. announced the launch of a new logo and corporate brand identity. These changes come at a time when 
the company is experiencing growth across markets and making investments in its infrastructure and R&D.

THERMO FISHER announced that its SureTect Salmonella Species PCR Assay has been granted AOAC O�cial Method 
Analysis (OMA) status.

BRENNTAG acquired US-located STORM CHASER HOLDING CORPORATION (“JM Swank”) from Platinum Equity. The 
company is a distributor of food ingredients and reported sales of approximately $500 million in 2020. 

Swiss BÜHLER GROUP and HOSOKAWA ALPINE GROUP from Germany have signed a strategic collaboration 
agreement to accelerate and strengthen the production of healthier and sustainable plant protein solutions. Together, 
the companies will provide customers with the most e�cient value chain for pulses being processed into protein 
ingredients.

WATSON-MARLOW FLUID TECHNOLOGY GROUP has been named winner of the Best Employer category at the 2021 
BEST BUSINESS AWARDS.

FUTURE MEAT TECHNOLOGIES (Rehovot, Israel) has opened the world’s �rst industrial cultured meat facility. With the 
capability to produce 500 kilograms of cultured products per day, equivalent to 5,000 hamburgers, this facility makes 
scalable cell-based meat production a reality.

   PlantOpen
E. & J. GALLO WINERY (Gallo) will build a new state-of-the-art production facility and distribution center in Fort Lawn 
(Chester County), S.C., to support future business growth and its long-term innovation plans. The $423 million 
investment will create 496 new jobs over the next eight years, and is expected to be complete in October 2022.

NIAGARA BOTTLING LLC. will open a new production facility in Kansas City, Mo., next March. Niagara Bottling will 
initially create nearly 100 jobs and invest approximately $156 million in a 634,000-sq.-ft. facility at 11400 N. Airworld 
Drive near Kansas City International Airport.

CHARLESTON COFFEE ROASTERS, a craft co�ee roasting company, plans to expand operations in North Charleston, 
S.C. The $2.2 million investment will create 28 new jobs and includes 21,600 sq.-ft. of added production space.

CARGILL is planning a new canola processing plant in Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. With construction to begin in 
2022, the facility is expected to begin operations in 2024.

KROGER opened its new ful�llment center in Groveland, Fla., employing 400 people. The 375,000-sq.-ft. warehouse is 
automated and can ful�ll thousands of orders per day.

HILL’S PET NUTRITION intends to invest more than $250 million to build a new factory in Tonganoxie, Kan., to help 
meet the growing demand for Hill’s pet nutrition. The new, innovative factory will feature the latest manufacturing 
technology and is expected to employ at least 80 people by 2025. Construction is slated to begin by year’s end with 
completion in 2023.

PEPSICO’S FRITO-LAY division is investing $200 million to add two production lines for its Funyuns and tortilla chips 
at its Rosenberg, Texas location. The expansion, which also adds capacity, will create 160 new jobs when it is �nished 
in 2023.

PERFORMANCE FOODSERVICE, a division of Performance Food Group and one of the largest foodservice distributors 
in the nation, announced plans to expand operations in Florence, S.C. The $11 million-plus investment will create 150 
new jobs and should be �nished by mid-year 2022. 

COLD CREEK SOLUTIONS has announced a new state-of-the-art 305,000-sq.-ft. cold storage facility in the heart of San 
Antonio’s industrial complex. This is the company’s second facility in Texas, and is expected to be ready in late 2022.

SPROUTS FARMERS MARKET opened its 135,000-sq.-ft. warehouse/distribution center in Orlando, Fla. The $9.3 
million facility supports 23 stores in Florida and employs 57 people. FE
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PACKAGING
Food

Anti-counterfeit solutions will increase in use through 2026, according to a report by Smithers. Photo courtesy of Getty Images/UltraONEs

A new Smithers report, "The Future of Anti-Counterfeiting, Brand Protection & Security Packaging to 2026," shows 
demand for anti-counterfeit technology, including track and trace, tamper-evidence, product authentication and others 
will reach $3.25 billion this year. The pandemic is contributing to an accelerated forecast compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of 5.6% for 2021-2026, yielding a total market value of $4.26 billion in that year.  

This study �nds that demand will continue to grow even in Europe and North America, which are largely static markets 
for standard packaging.   

In 2020, the global pandemic and the rise of e-commerce selling led to a rise in fake goods. In cosmetics and personal 
care, for example, there are reports of a 56% increase in counterfeit products sold via online channels. 

As well, fears over shortages of medicines, pharmaceuticals and now vaccines in many regions have led to a greater 
availability of counterfeit goods, against which consumers need protection. This is increasing the use of anti-
counterfeiting solutions, including more interest in mandated track-and-trace schemes from governments. 

Smithers’ analysis tracks the value of individual components within these changing and increasingly digitized supply 
chains. Over the next �ve years it forecasts:

• A surge in demand for printed coding (such as QR codes), RFID circuitry and covert taggants used in traceability 
systems 
• Further use of specialty inks and di�ractive optically variable image devices (DOVIDs) in product authentication
• The fastest growing tamper-evident components will be blister packaging, �lm wrap and security-grade high-strength 
adhesives; but overall the segment will grow at below the market mean
• The slowest growth will be seen in anti-theft technologies, re�ecting the reduced use of physical retail over the forecast 
period, and a transition to more digital technologies
• While consumer segments are a focus for legislators, the business threat of counterfeit parts will make industrial 
goods—already the second largest segment—the fastest growing application to 2026.

Anti-counterfeit solutions 
increasing in use

Prinova, a provider of ingredients, �avors and nutrient premixes, creates an innovative e-commerce experience with the launch of its new website. 
Photo courtesy of Prinova

Prinova, a worldwide provider of ingredients, �avors and nutrient premixes, has created an innovative e-commerce 
experience with the launch of its new website. Part of a complete global site launch, the regional experience in the U.S. 
and Canada features access to live pricing, regulatory documents and extensive data on 400+ ingredients. It's a unique 
digital feature for ingredient distribution and could enhance the expanding industry. 

Users will have access to delivered pricing that will be calculated in real time, along with a personalized dashboard that 
will provide updates on shipping and logistics. The new site also allows customers to search ingredients by key criteria 
like application and health bene�ts, request quotes and samples, track orders, access critical market insights and more.

E-commerce website o�ers digital 
ingredient purchasing

A new app allows for weighing and measuring individual cannabis plants o�ine. Photo courtesy of GrowFlow

GrowFlow, a business management and compliance solution for cannabis wholesalers and retailers, debuted Harvest, a 
new mobile app that enables its customers to precisely weigh and measure individual harvested plants while o�ine or 
away from a computer. The app integrates with Bluetooth technology to connect with both scanners and scales.

Precision and accuracy are of the utmost importance when it comes to cannabis inventory management practices and 
government-run cannabis tracking. A large number of states use Metrc, a state-mandated software application for 
tracking cannabis production and products in the cannabis industry, to facilitate cannabis compliance data reporting. 
Each state has slightly di�erent reporting requirements based on their unique regulations, and staying compliant within 
Metrc can consume all of a business' time and attention.

To be compliant in most Metrc states, cannabis plants must be weighed individually. With Harvest, customers can weigh 
plants individually through a connected scale while o�ine, syncing it with GrowFlow later on.

Harvest mobile app launches for 
cannabis growers

Lunchskins is a new non-plastic line of lunch bags and straws sold at Target stores. Photo courtesy of Lunchskins

Lunchskins™ has launched Lunchskins Bags + Straws Plastic-Free Starter Kit, a new addition to the brand’s paper line in 
Target stores nationwide. The kit features 25 recyclable and sealable paper sandwich bags and 25 long-lasting 
biodegradable paper straws. All of Lunchskins' paper products are made from pure wood pulp that is FSC-Certi�ed 
(FSC® C163845).

"We are thrilled to launch our new Plastic-Free Starter Kit with Target, for back-to-school. Consumers are looking for 
products that do good for people and the planet. Target understands the need to o�er a�ordable, high-quality 
sustainably minded products like Lunchskins," said Kirsten Quigley, CEO and founder, Lunchskins. 

The convenient quantity and a�ordability support the growing consumer demand for eco-friendly alternatives to plastic. 
As people are now back to work, school, travel and on-the-go, Lunchskins is a great choice for those looking to reduce 
their plastic footprint. Retails at $6.99.

Sustainable lunch packaging for back 
to school

New Cannacap is a cap that stores and then 
delivers THC powder into a water or other 
beverage bottle. Photo courtesy of Good Mood 
Cannabis Kitchen Company

On-the-go cannabis 
beverages with THC in cap
Good Mood Cannabis Kitchen Company (GMCK) recently launched Cannacap™, a 
cap that stores �avored THC powder in a portable and discreet cap and delivers it to 
the beverage, transforming any drink into a cannabis beverage. The �rst of its kind, 
Cannacap cannabis delivery system allows users to create an all-natural, �avored and 
infused cannabis beverage onto any bottle of water or beverage you have; just snap, 
shake and enjoy. 

GMCK's new watermelon and berry blast beverage is a healthier way to take cannabis 
in a fun and innovative form, and o�ers 5mg and 10mg of THC. Cannacap is designed 
to pair with reusable and recyclable bottles. New summer �avors are expected, along 
with higher dose 3-oz. shots, showcasing its second-dosing cap technology with the 
CannaCap already on the bottle. FE
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PRODUCTS
Must See

Drum motors, motors 
and drives

PRODUCT FOCUS

  STXI MOTION 

Servo motors

 REGAL BELOIT CORPORATION 

Rolled steel motor

 BISON GEAR & ENGINEERING CORP.

Permanent magnet AC synchronous (PMAC)
motors

 SIEMENS

Cast-iron AC motors

 KROHNE INC.

Straight tube coriolis mass meter

 EMERSON

Digital controller

 SCHENCK PROCESS LLC

DEA weighbelts

 COPERION K-TRON

PD blower packages

 NORD USA

Industrial gear units

 WARREN CONTROLS 

Electrically actuated valves
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Plant of the Year
JUST WHAT THE DR ORDERED

PART 1
Keurig Dr Pepper earns the 2021 Food Engineering 

Plant of the Year award

When Keurig Dr Pepper broke ground on its production facility and regional distribution center in Allentown, Pa., the 
company envisioned the new site to be an embodiment of the company’s focus on safety, productivity and 
sustainability.

Formed just three years ago from the merger of Keurig Green Mountain and Dr Pepper Snapple Group, Keurig Dr 
Pepper’s powerhouse portfolio of more than 125 brands includes Keurig®, Dr Pepper®, Green Mountain Co�ee 
Roasters®, Canada Dry®, Snapple®, Bai®, Mott's®, CORE® and The Original Donut Shop®.  

Soon after the merger completed, the company began investing across its supply chain to build capacity and capabilities 
throughout its beverage manufacturing and material supply processes. Along with the new cold beverage manufacturing 
facility in Allentown, the company was also completing construction on a state-of-the-art roasting and pod packaging 
facility in Spartanburg County, South Carolina, and a manufacturing plant in Newbridge, Ireland, to produce beverage 
concentrate. 

In Allentown, the plan was to complete all of the construction and renovation involved in developing the site for its 
needs in 14 months. That’s an aggressive timeline for a project of this size, to be sure. But the project was in line with 
the anticipated �nishing date until March 20, 2020, when everything changed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

On that date, the governor of Pennsylvania ordered a statewide shutdown that included construction projects, bringing 
the Keurig Dr Pepper project to a halt for six weeks. For six weeks, no on-site work was done. No earthmoving. No 
concrete pouring. No utility runs. No equipment installations or commissioning. Nothing. 

The nature of construction projects is that a six-week delay doesn’t just mean you’re six weeks behind. It throws carefully 
calibrated schedules into chaos, causes cascading delays in material delivery, limits the availability of already scarce 
tradespeople, and forces a mad scramble to �gure out when equipment can be delivered or what can be done with 
equipment that is already on the way.

“I think anyone in the business knows all plans are great until the �rst bullet �ies, but this is way beyond that,” says Trent 
Moore, program manager, Dennis Group, which was the design-build �rm for the project. “I mean, we were making 
adjustments to the plan daily because of how compressed it was.”

For Keurig Dr Pepper and Dennis Group, that six weeks was a serious blow to their best-laid plans. But it turned out to 
be something else as well: an opportunity. It gave them a chance to step back, get a sense of the challenge that would 
be facing them as the pandemic raced around the world and develop plans for moving forward despite a situation that 
was unprecedented in recent history.

COVID-19 is part of this story, to be sure. But it’s not the whole story. Despite the challenges, despite the new normal, 
despite the massive disruptions to literally every aspect of the lives of the people working on the project, they still 
managed to bring production online by January 2021, with additional lines following by March and April. 

Challenging times demand innovative solutions. The solutions—both those related to COVID-19 and those unrelated to 
the pandemic—are evident in every inch of the 1.5-million-sq.-ft. facility, and they are the reason that Keurig Dr Pepper 
earned the 2021 Food Engineering Plant of the Year award. 

CASEY LAUGHMAN, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Intro video courtesy of Keurig Dr Pepper

 Photos 
courtesy of Keurig Dr Pepper

Keurig Dr Pepper was named 
winner of the 2021 Food 
Engineering Plant of the Year 
for its production facility and 
regional distribution center in 
Allentown, Pa.

FINDING AND ADAPTING THE RIGHT SITE

You don’t �nd 1.5 million square feet just anywhere. The team knew it needed a site that would meet a number of 
speci�c criteria, and the search was a wide one—over more than a 150-mile radius in New York, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, Maryland and Delaware to meet Keurig Dr Pepper’s goal of serving its Northeast customer base. The site 
also needed to support the facility’s needs for water, utilities, rail accessibility and a skilled workforce.

The Allentown site checked all of the boxes, but it wasn’t an open site. There were two shell warehouses in the process 
of being constructed, with one being about 80% complete; the other was earlier in the process, with only about 30% of 
the earthwork complete. The building plans could be modi�ed to meet KDP’s needs while staying within the parameters 
of the permits. 

The shell warehouse that was already under construction was retro�tted into the regional distribution center, while the 
building site that only had some of the earthwork complete was modi�ed to be the production facility. A number of 
modi�cations were needed, including expanding dock doors and o�ce space.

“This building was substantially designed when we started. So we
basically reset the whole program to fairly drastically modify the
design to support a completely di�erent intended use.”
— Trent Moore, program manager, Dennis Group

The site itself also needed some additional work due to Pennsylvania’s terrain, which sits on rock that can weaken and 
give way, creating sink holes. Geotechnical analysis and remediation of potential problem areas had to be done, and 
concrete had to be poured through the winter.

The site and the buildings needed to not only meet current needs, but future expansion and consumer demand as well. 
With more than 125 brands in the company’s portfolio and the possibility of consumer trends changing on short notice, 
the facility had to be �exible and adaptable to meet changing production requirements.

“We had that in mind from day one, when we were tasked with looking at a facility,” says David Arnold, senior director, 
manufacturing engineering, Keurig Dr Pepper. “It wasn’t just to hit our current short-term goals, but also for future 
growth. So that was a huge part of the design and laying out what the future would look like to the best that we know, 
and what we think our future business needs would be.”

Preparing for future needs isn’t just a one-time decision. It’s an ongoing process, which requires evaluation of the 
facility’s current operating parameters, what is needed to meet future needs and how to bridge any gaps that may exist. 
Arnold, his team and site leadership are in constant communication about what the site needs both now and in the 
future to meet current needs and plan for the future.

“We’re currently evaluating how the system is performing versus the design and what our expectations were,” says 
Arnold. “Making sure that we accommodate any of our future plans when we said, ‘hey, this is what we’ll do for the 
future.’ We want to make sure that still rings true.”

That evaluation process and keeping an eye on the future is an integral part of the day-to-day operations, says Brian 
Group, site leader, Keurig Dr Pepper.

“It’s continuing to develop and grow our people, to deliver optimal results for the business,” says Group. “We’re still 
fairly early in that journey, but nonetheless, it’s a journey that we’re dedicated to continue. We want this to be one of the 
best-in-class manufacturing facilities within the KDP network. So we’re going to continue to grow.” End of Part 1
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Plant of the Year
JUST WHAT THE DR ORDERED

PART 2

MAKING A CONNECTION

The heart of the operation is the Sidel aseptic lines that Group says “make Allentown one of the most capable and 
fastest aseptic plants in the country, producing 60,000 bottles per hour, or 1,000 bottles per minute.” Today the lines are 
producing the company’s Snapple brand, which recently underwent a branding renovation that includes its 16-oz. bottle 
being made of 100% recyclable plastic. 

Rather than a traditional hot-�ll system, the aseptic lines used by Keurig Dr Pepper recover 85% of the heat used by 
�lling at a higher temperature and applying less cooling via chilled glycol. The bene�ts of using ambient �ll over hot-�ll 
on aseptic lines are two-fold: It o�ers the ability to utilize a wider range of consumer-friendly bottle shapes and sizes, 
and the ability to reduce the amount of plastic used and the weight of the bottles. 

After �lling, the bottles are conveyed to the labeling and production lines, where they are labeled, collated and packaged 
in di�erent shapes and quantities depending on the production run. Palletized product then moves to the regional 
distribution center next door, which houses everything that is made in the production facility as well as �nished product 
from other KDP production facilities. That created a challenge, however, as the company wanted to avoid using trucks to 
haul product across the parking lot from the production facility to the distribution center.

The solution was building a 420-foot-long tramway that connected the two buildings. Finished product comes o� the 
palletizer and is conveyed to a lift, which takes it up to the beginning of the tramway. Pallets are automatically conveyed 
through the tramway tunnel to a lift in the distribution center, which lowers them so they can be transported by forklift 
to the proper storage area.

As Dennis Group’s Moore says, the tramway was an example of the collaboration and communication that helped make 
the project a success even as certain parameters changed throughout the process. The original idea was one building to 
house both the production facility and the distribution center, but when that shifted to two buildings, a solution was 
needed to get product from Point A to Point B in an e�cient way while lessening the environmental impact of moving 
pallets from building to building.

Intro video courtesy of Keurig Dr Pepper
 

Photo 1: Finished product is palletized and conveyed to a lift, which raises the pallets to a conveyor that takes them through the tramway to the 
regional distribution center. Photo 2: A close-up look at palletized product being conveyed to the lift. Photo 3: Palletized product being conveyed 
to the regional distribution center, where it will be lowered and moved by forklift to the correct storage area.

“The whole team collaborated to come up with how we could solve the problem,” says Moore. “While the tramway is not 
entirely unique, it’s a pretty interesting way to solve some of the problem.”

Once the tramway was decided on as the solution, then came the challenge of ensuring it would operate in the desired 
manner. With four lines running right now, pallets are coming in from di�erent lines, and not always in the same order 
or on the same schedule. So the pallets have to be indexed and tracked to ensure that they’re being properly managed 
and sent to the proper storage area. The lifts and conveyor are automated, which eliminates the need for operators to 
raise and lower the pallets and move them across the tramway conveyor. But that also means that there isn’t an 
operator to check pallets as they come into or leave the tramway system. The length of the conveyor also adds 
complexity to the control structure and operating parameters. 

Keeping future expansion in mind was a key part of the tramway project as well, says Patrick Miller, controls engineer, 
Dennis Group. 

“It’s sized for the future capacity of this facility, which will double production,” says Miller. “So there were a lot of 
considerations there as well, knowing that we’re not doubling the number of tramways across the two buildings.’”

“We’ve got four lines coming together, and they’re
producing pallets constantly, and not necessarily in this
perfect, one-by-one fashion.”
— Patrick Miller, controls engineer, Dennis Group

IMPLEMENTING AUTOMATION STRATEGIES

The tramway is just one example of the extensive automation and controls strategies that were implemented 
throughout the entire facility. KDP and Dennis Group focused on identifying automated solutions wherever possible, 
and then implementing them while keeping both current and future needs in mind.

There were two separate automation challenges: production and the building itself. Those are common challenges in 
the food and beverage industry, but what KDP and Dennis Group wanted to do was tie them together so they could get 
the full picture of what is happening in the facility at any time and react as needed.

“You’re never going to get to a lights-out facility unless you can take in aggregate data that’s used by your building 
management system,” says Chris Bryant, engineering manager, Dennis Group. “Where are the hot spots in the facility? 
Where’s the foot tra�c? What do these air handlers need to be running at in this room? Is it going to change the actual 
amount of water that we need in this recipe and using all of that data, to model predictive controls, and building in the 
AI applications and everything else together? But in order to do that, that information has to be consolidated. Those 
systems have to be together.”

Photo 1: High-speed, automated conveyors move product throughout the production process. Photo 2: One of the plant's aseptic �llers.

To do that, the systems have to talk to each other, which meant implementing a controls structure that would allow the 
BACnet building controls to speak to the SCADA system and vice versa. Then, all of that data has to be managed and 
collected in a way that operators and engineers can use it to make informed decisions instead of just drowning in an 
overwhelming �ow of information. 

To do that, the team used a gateway to facilitate communication between the two systems. The BMS can send out 
alarms not only for an issue in the building operation, but also process alarms. That allows the operators and engineers 
to respond quickly to an alarm for any aspect of operations as opposed to just getting process alarms or building 
alarms, or having to monitor separate systems for each. 

But the system still has to be secure, which created a challenge for integrating the communications, says Bryant.

“That interplay was not easy, simply because the enterprise and the manufacturing are separated as they need to be,” 
says Bryant. “And so getting that communication back and forth was not necessarily a huge challenge, but it was a 
critical path to getting the �nal functionality that we were looking for.” End of Part 2
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PART 3
Intro video courtesy of Keurig Dr Pepper

 

POWERED BY PEOPLE

While the facility is highly automated, people are key to its operations. Enabling those people to do their jobs in a safe, 
e�cient manner is a top priority for KDP, and it shows throughout the design and operation of the production process.

Beverage plants traditionally have horseshoe-shaped production lines, but that’s not the case in this facility. The team 
took advantage of the available space to stretch out the production lines, and designed them in pairs so that the control 
panels for equipment on one line are facing the equipment on the partner line. That allows one operator to handle two 
lines, by simply crossing an aisle to reload labeling materials or pull samples for quality checks.

But they didn’t want people having to cross those aisles unnecessarily. So they built a crosswalk at the beginning of the 
production lines that allows employees access to each line without having to walk across the aisles while watching out 
for forklift tra�c. The crosswalk serves another purpose; it’s where electrical infrastructure for each line is installed, 
allowing easy access for maintenance or repairs.

The design and layout were another success driven by collaboration and communication, says Dennis Group's Rod 
Walker, project manager. Dennis Group has the design and construction expertise; Keurig Dr Pepper has the operating 
expertise. So when Dennis Group presented a strategy for designing a line to meet production goals, Keurig Dr Pepper 
could examine it from the operating side and make changes based on what operators needed. This also worked in 
reverse; Keurig Dr Pepper could provide parameters based on its knowledge of operating requirements to o�er more 
context for design decisions. That leads to �nal decisions that work from both a design and an operating standpoint.

“Sometimes those things are in violent disagreement,” says Walker. “We help to wrestle them to the ground and �gure 
out what the best design will be.”

Photo 1: Automated labeling machines label bottles as they are conveyed through. The machines are set up so one operator can cover two lines 
to load �lm, pull samples for quality checks and respond to alarms. Photo 2: An operator loads �lm into a labeler.

“It’s listening to the people who are doing the work, and trying to
make their jobs as safe and as e�cient as we can.”
— Brian Group, site leader, Keurig Dr Pepper

SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY

The facility is big. Very big. Which means the teams had a lot of room to work with for design and layout, but they also 
had to keep in mind the logistical challenges of moving materials and people through the production process. If 
operators are having to constantly move from one end of the facility to the other, suddenly the size becomes a 
disadvantage instead of an advantage.

That was a top of mind concern throughout the design, construction and operational planning stages. Keurig Dr Pepper 
wanted space to make it easier to operate and maintain all of the equipment in the facility, while also ensuring that they 
were meeting production goals e�ciently. In addition to that, employee safety was paramount, meaning that the teams 
focused on how to move people through the facility in a way that wouldn’t have them needing to dodge forklifts or 
other possible hazards.

Photo 1: Filled and capped bottles moving through the conveying system to the next stage of the process. Photo 2: An operator loads ingredients 
in the mixing room. Ergonomic solutions such as lifts help ensure employees aren't constantly picking up and carrying bags of ingredients. Photo 
3: Instead of the classic "horseshoe" design for a beverage plant, Keurig Dr Pepper stretched out the lines to take advantage of the space and 
make it possible for one operator to cover two lines.

Many of these decisions were made in the design process, as they usually are. But Arnold says that KDP waited on 
certain key design decisions until they could get employees into certain parts of the plant. As one example, the team 
brought in employees for the batch room and solicited feedback before making some �nal decisions on how the batch 
room would be designed and operated.

“We got them in, we talked about the work that would be done, and we asked them, ‘how can we make this easier for 
you to operate more safely,’” says Arnold. Batching and blending are mostly automated, but some minor ingredients are 
added by hand, so an output of employee feedback was mix decks that include scissor lifts and integrated drum 
unloaders, allowing for better ergonomics and improved employee safety compared to having to lift and carry 
ingredients.

As Group says, that feedback and response mechanism is an ongoing piece of the operating puzzle. Employees follow 
continuous improvement and lean methodologies, and are always evaluating the operation to look for areas of 
potential improvement or increased e�ciency. 

“It’s listening to the people who are doing the work, and trying to make their jobs as safe and as e�cient as we can,” 
says Group. “That’s ongoing, and based on the way we operate, we will continue to do that, and look for any 
opportunities that are brought forward and take action accordingly.” End of Part 3
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TRUSTING THE PROCESS

While the site was developed, designed and built to meet certain operating parameters, those parameters aren’t new to 
Keurig Dr Pepper. The company has extensive manufacturing operations, and a companywide commitment to 
continuous improvement means the Allentown team has resources to draw upon when it comes to meeting operating 
challenges.

But the Allentown facility is also a step forward in a lot of ways, which means the team is continuously evaluating the 
process and looking for areas of potential improvement. It’s a combination of fundamental best practices developed 
throughout the company and new ways of doing things.

One example is in the facility’s focus on sustainable design elements, including energy e�ciency. A unique design 
element is when ambient air temperature reaches 42 degrees—a frequent occurrence throughout a Pennsylvania winter
—the glycol chillers shut down and the piping �ow paths are diverted automatically to use the mechanical cooling from 
the cooling towers to temper the chilled water for the process users, which greatly reduces energy consumption.

“Is there a better way? Can we go and simplify this, can we make
it more e�cient, eliminate steps, eliminate variation, to continue to
grow and move forward?”
— Brian Group, site leader, Keurig Dr Pepper

Photo 1: Bottles come into the plant as preformed molds, which are heated and expanded before �lling. Photo 2: An operator loads caps into 
hoppers, from which they will be conveyed into the �lling room. Photo 3: An inside look at one of the �llers. 

THE BIG PICTURE

A construction project of this magnitude is hard under the best of circumstances, and so is operating it e�ectively and 
e�ciently. It requires careful planning, attention to every detail, no matter how small, and a commitment to constantly 
evaluating and improving upon every aspect of the process.

Those were the challenges Dennis Group and Keurig Dr Pepper faced even before the COVID-19 pandemic became a 
concern. Add those challenges to the mix and everything gets magni�ed.

Photo 1: Once bottles are �lled, capped, labeled and packaged, they are conveyed to palletizing. Photo 2: An operator updates production totals. 
Photo 3: A view of the production lines. The crosswalk in the back of the photo allows employees to get from line to line without having to cross 
aisles; it also hosts the electrical infrastructure for each line.

But those challenges were overcome through collaboration and communication, and the facility is a shining example of 
how a design-build �rm and a food and beverage manufacturer can team up to create a facility that can hit the ground 
running to meet current needs while also being ready for the future.

It wasn’t an easy task, to be sure. But it was one that the teams involved managed to complete in style, even though it 
was a mammoth undertaking. 

“A lot of the projects we work on, we’re touching a lot of di�erent business groups,” says Arnold. “But with this project in 
particular, I don’t know if there is one group that we did not work with. ‘Team First’ is one of our company’s values, and 
we leveraged that to put together a great project and build a great plant here.” FE
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the Year pro�les below to learn more about them, take a virtual tour… and more! It just take a quick click.
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What AI Can 
Do For You

TECH UPDATE:

Ferrero: Sweet Results

At the CPG Level

At the Processor Level

Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) algorithms can be used to optimize food and beverage manufacturing supply chains, 
helping companies anticipate market changes. This information allows manufacturers to optimize sta�ng, inventory 
control, energy consumption, waste reduction, food safety and the supply of raw materials.

According to Business Wire, arti�cial intelligence in the food and beverage market was valued at US $3.07 billion in 2020 
and is expected to reach $29.94 billion by 2026, at a CAGR of over 45.77% during the forecast period 2021-2026. 

AI is hitting new adoption levels each year, with supply chain management in logistics taking center stage. Companies 
are increasingly testing the technology in logistics to improve on the last-mile delivery, reduce the time to go to market, 
and provide for the required customization to customers.

AN OVERVIEW

McKinsey & Company guides global manufacturing and supply chain clients through the design and implementation of 
operational strategies, creating agility and a product portfolio that is both commercially and operationally optimized. We 
looked to Curt Mueller, senior partner at McKinsey & Company based in Chicago, for a snapshot of AI use in 
manufacturing. 

“The COVID-19 pandemic has sharpened the need to adapt operations as consumers reshape their consumption 
patterns, with lingering uncertainty about the long-term e�ects of the crisis,” Mueller says. “For example, planning for 
swings in supply and demand, and scheduling shipments have become much bigger challenges for food and beverage 
manufacturers. Traditional forecasting algorithms are no longer su�ciently �exible for the rapidly changing levels of 
demand and supply.”

Mueller explains how arti�cial intelligence is changing the way companies plan, schedule and operate their supply 
chains in three ways:

• Planning – “We are seeing more and more companies use AI and machine learning to plan their supply chains. We 
used to see many interventions and the use of judgment in planning, next came analytics where complex algorithms 
were developed. Now we are entering into a new phase where the machine does the planning and removes most, if not 
all, of the human touch or intuition.”

• Manufacturing – “AI has exploded recently in manufacturing and will continue to grow at a substantial pace.  
Technology is now at an a�ordable threshold that companies large and small can bene�t from greater AI with 
automation, preventative maintenance, center-lining, as a few examples.”

• Logistics – “Digital twins are changing the way logistics and warehousing work today.  AI-powered digital twins show 
companies how best to plan, pick and ship their warehouses. Here is where AI and the physical world are colliding to 
make tremendous step changes in productivity.”

There is more data available than ever before, and Mueller says that it is no longer enough for food and beverage 
manufacturers to monitor structured transactional and supply chain data. For example, retailers can help their suppliers 
by capturing the millions of daily events and interactions, and analyze the data to make data-based decisions to adjust 
to supply and demand, and optimize experience and productivity.

However, Mueller believes that AI only can help with the designed parameters and only how good the humans are in 
implementing AI. And, that it’s crucial for executives to build organizations around “products” (such as customer care or 
warehouse management) and not focus solely on applications. 

“You can argue that AI, at its current level of maturity, would have been very di�cult to not only predict but also react to 
the massive shocks we saw with COVID.  I am con�dent that we will learn more and AI will be one important tool to 
governing supply risks in the future” he says.

KRISTEN KAZARIAN, MANAGING EDITOR

Experts believe that food and beverage manufacturers will need 
arti�cial intelligence in their business model to survive in the future

Arti�cial intelligence can help processors with their supply chain, logistics and food safety. Photo courtesy of Getty Images / Imaginima

New technologies in this space are providing 
unprecedented �exibility to rapidly aggregate, process 
and analyze the volume data, which gives companies 
the ability to adapt, such as identifying new suppliers 
quickly, at the same rapid pace of supply and demand 
shifts. 

The most successful new technology solutions follow a 
modular approach that is consistent and reusable 
across channels. This approach requires breaking 
down monolithic legacy architectures into smaller, 
self-su�cient services—meaning they can be 
enhanced and deployed independently from other 
parts of the architecture. 

Here, we feature two companies from di�erent vantage 
points—one at the processor level and one at the CPG 
level. As well, a case study for each with one of their 
customers.

In this California vineyard, water stress imagery revealed an underground river running through the middle of the ranch, visible as the large band 
of blue. With help from Ceres Imaging, the irrigation program was adjusted to improve grape quality, seen in the second image. Photos courtesy of 
Ceres Imaging 

Ceres Imaging is an agronomic set of tools that processors bene�t from at the 
farm level. At its basic level, it performs irrigation analytics. The tools focus on 
the crop and not the soil. 

Currently, processors are using AI to improve quality of their product. “We are 
especially seeing that in the wine grape space,” says John Bourne, vice president 
of Ceres Imaging. It’s also being used to improve yield, which the company is 
seeing in potato processing.

Processors use Ceres tools for yield forecasting and transparency on the 
growing side of the supply chain.

CERES
Ceres Imaging is based in Oakland, Calif., with o�ces in Omaha and Bellevue, Wash. It is a venture-backed company 
delivering irrigation management solutions that help growers detect acute issues, track and measure progress, and 
improve farm performance. Ceres serves growers across Australia and the United States.

John Bourne, vice president of Ceres Imaging

At the processor level

CUMULATIVE STRESS
The Cumulative Stress product has helped tree nut processors forecast yield. Crop stress is based on research 
performed with University of California—Davis. “We look at the relationship between in-season crop stress and yield. 
The data from our tool basically shoots out a number of how the crop stress is impacting the yield in a certain block or a 
whole region” Bourne explains.

The tool is a software platform that growers access via phone or computer. It is basically imagery with di�erent layers 
that tell the user di�erent things, like product insights and information. So, the combination of layers can come up what 
the cumulative stress level is. 

UNIFORMITY
Other tools which growers care a lot about are uniformity tools. Uniformity of the plant matters as it is tied to yield. And 
in general, better uniformity o�ers better yield. So it’s another yield management tool but from a di�erent perspective; it 
is less yield forecasting and more yield management. This is called a uniformity score.

Uniformity of the plant, which is really critical because things like non-su�cient water levels or pests and diseases can 
impact that uniformity and you want a very high uniformity to have a high yield. You want to harvest at the right time, 
etc.

WATER STRESS INDEX
The Water Stress Index identi�es issues at the grower level around their irrigation process. This is very important 
because growers like wine brands equate water stress with wine quality, for example.

“We use AI to segment out the soil and just read the crop. That’s
how we create really accurate analyses.”
— John Bourne, vice president, Ceres Imaging

Ceres uses convolutional neural networks (a type of AI) to classify individual plants, so it looks at the pixel and knows not 
to read ground cover, soil, etc. and to read only the individual plants. The interface turns actionable for growers where 
it’s across many dimensions—vigor, water stress, etc.—and you can look at the status of every plant in your operation. 
Users can ladder up and see how many trees or vines were at this level last week and how many at the same level this 
week. They can also �lter out dimensions and just look at highly stressed or low vigor crops or sections.

“We use AI to segment out the soil and just read the crop. That’s how we create really accurate analyses,” explains 
Bourne. One of the inputs in the water stress index, for example, is heat, known as thermal energy. The Ceres tool 
measures the crop temperature as one of the data inputs into the data index. And thermal is extremely important for 
water stress management, adds Bourne.

In addition to the three named above, Ceres Imaging also o�ers additional tools including these:

• NDVI – (Normalized, di�erentiated vegetative index), which measures the vigor of the plant. 

• Seasonal Trends – Allows you to look at these di�erent indexes over time. You can make assessments and see how 
seasons are trending and processors like it, because it gives it another insight into their farm portfolio.

Today, processors are using AI for control around yield and quality in their supply chain. And use cases are di�erent for 
every crop, Bourne says.

“I think the place we are going to see it more, in say �ve years from now, is on the sustainability and ESG (Environmental, 
Social and Governance) side, such as transparency in their supply chain,” he adds. 

There is a lot of good data processors can report on to tell their story of improved water use e�ciency and improved 
nutrient use e�ciency. It is general transparency in their supply chain that they could bene�t from. “We don’t see too 
many doing that right now, but we think it’s going to be a really important way this product is going to be used by 
processors,” says Bourne.

There is so much data available now through retailers to manufacturers, and yet 
these manufacturers are sometimes not capable of making good use of that 
data. “Or, with the existing processes they have set up—as some retailers are 
decades old—have operated based on sell-in data. They base a lot of their 
decision-making, planning and production plans o� of the back of orders coming 
from retailers,” says Chi-Chi Liang, EVP, marketing, Alloy.

ALLOY
Alloy was founded 2017. Based in San Francisco with o�ces in Berlin, Germany, and Vancouver, British Columbia, it is a 
digital-native company built for an era where consumer demand is regularly shifting and changing. Alloy aims to equip 
brands with a modern technology platform that helps ensure products are available where and when consumers want 
them.

Chi-Chi Liang, EVP, Marketing at Alloy

At the CPG level

Alloy o�ers three AI solutions for sales analytics, inventory management and demand planning. Image courtesy of Alloy 

Over the last decade or so, that data has been made increasingly available by Walmart and large retailers because they 
can’t keep up. These retailers need their vendors and manufacturers to make use of that data and make 
recommendations. “The reality is that’s not really happening in many cases. That’s where Alloy comes in,” says Liang. 

Alloy’s expertise lies in ingesting a ton of data across hundreds of retailers, e-commerce sites and the like, and 
harmonizing and making sense of that data. The company focuses primarily on consumer goods companies. Their 
customers have end consumers that they reach through either direct-to-consumer or retailer channels. That mix of 
di�erent channels for which they reach their consumers is where Alloy provides help.

The tools connect the demand signal up through the customer’s internal inventory, plans and forecasts to make sure 
they’re planning as accurately as possible and when the plan doesn’t match reality 100%, providing them with analytics 
and intelligence so they’re making the right decisions on how to reallocate inventory to the right places, decide whether 
they need to ramp up production, or in some cases to �gure out a waste problem.

Alloy o�ers three AI solutions for sales analytics, inventory management and demand planning:

Demand Intelligence—A point-of-sales and inventory analytics solution. It identi�es sales opportunities and inventory 
risks in a retail network, giving shareable insights to drive action from a company’s customers and achieve sales goals. 
Alloy ingests and harmonizes the granular POS data across retailers so that customers can easily drill up or down from a 
regional to retailer to an individual store level to see where inventory should go..

Inventory Intelligence—A predictive control tower which simulates value at risk across the supply chain network, 
enabling customers to anticipate, diagnose and respond to critical issues as early as possible. Inventory Intelligence 
marries granular POS demand data with ERP data to help consumer goods companies understand where they may be 
hurting across their network. AI comes into play here, providing simulated weeks of supply and out-of-stocks based on 
the demand signal.

Demand Planning—A POS-driven forecasting and planning solution that generates forecasts based on harmonized POS 
and shipment data, and translates them into an optimal cross-retailer shipment plan based on your data inputs. 
Customers add this on top of the Demand Intelligence layer for a more accurate Demand Planning process.

All three are not required to work, but Alloy recommends using all three for a more robust solution.

“We start by understanding the true demand signal and then
connect that signal to their ERP data so the client understands
where their inventory resides within their partners or internal
networks relative to current consumer demand.”
— Chi-Chi Liang, EVP, Marketing at Alloy

AUTOMATE TO ACCELERATE
Liang says that they see a lot of customers trying to jump into AI without fully grasping all that needs to happen �rst in 
terms of getting a clean data asset. “We start by understanding the true demand signal and then connect that signal to 
their ERP data so the client understands where their inventory resides within their partners or internal networks relative 
to current consumer demand—as well as understanding and comparing against numerous versions of plans such as 
retailer plans and sales forecast plans and being able to see what their plan says relative to what the demand signal is 
showing,” she says. The customer can then see which adjustments need to be made across those various plans. 

Liang believes that AI in the future will be connected over time, by extending up to the raw material suppliers. And if 
you’re not ready, you can piece o� one part of it at a time, instead of biting o� more than you can chew.

But know that if you’re not approaching it in a thoughtful, methodical way upfront, you can make your life challenging. If 
you’re automating imperfection, with embedded mistakes or process breakdowns etc.—it could do the opposite of what 
you need it to do. If you have a good foundation, there is a lot of bene�t. If you don’t, you could end up in a worse 
situation than what you were previously.

In August 2020, Ferrero USA and Alloy struck up a partnership … in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic. Ferrero had a 
waste problem. Here, Glenn Lawse, VP of Supply Chain at Ferrero USA explained how the brand moved forward with AI 
tools to better manage their supply chain.

Bridging the gap between planning and execution has revolutionized Ferrero’s supply chain. “The reality is, even outside 
the pandemic… we don’t always get information fast enough to have visibility to make the right decisions. We have a lot 
of partners we work with… they all have their own bits and pieces of information, and trying to make sure you make the 
best decision with all that information is very hard to achieve,” said Lawse.

Supply chain data comes from numerous sources and in varying formats, both internal (including ERP, consensus 
demand plan and business intelligence) and external (including planning from each of your distributors and retailers, 
POS data and other partner-speci�c spreadsheets). Without a digital supply chain, manually matching up the di�erent 
product identi�ers and compiling the reports together to understand what’s happening can’t happen quickly enough to 
be helpful.

“Typically, you end up �re�ghting… it becomes ine�cient; it’s very frustrating,” Lawse said. But things changed when 
Ferrero USA partnered with Alloy to help connect the dots.

As they introduced a new product to the U.S. in 2019, Lawse had to make a decision about whether to increase 
production. It was manufactured in Italy, so if the right action wasn’t taken in time, Ferrero could be facing unful�lled 
orders and out-of-stocks or expensive expedited shipping.

Ferrero: Sweet Results

A model of Alloy's data platform interface. Image courtesy of Alloy 

The Walmart customer account team looked at their data and recommended pushing more product based on a recent 
increase in sell-in. But the problem, Lawse said, is that sometimes a single piece of information, which is that 
something’s selling really well or something appears to not be selling well, doesn’t tell you the full story. You have to 
bring a number of pieces of information together to make a good decision.

To make the right call, Lawse cross-referenced this data point with others already integrated and connected for him in a 
single dashboard with Walmart’s own forecast, Walmart’s real-time inventory position and scheduled shipments, and 
Walmart’s real-time POS.

He could see that Walmart already had a very healthy pipeline and no reason to order more beyond what was already 
planned. Deciding not to respond saved them headaches later, when they would have ended up with unproductive 
inventory.

When it comes to food, spoilage is always a concern. On top of that, Ferrero produces many seasonal products—a 
Christmas tree-shaped box, for example, where demand drops the day after the holiday. 

Lawse again says connecting POS visibility and inventory information is critical, particularly in real-time: “Watching not 
only after the event has happened, but on the way into the event... Real-time inventory and turn information to connect 
the dots about where it is that I'm likely to have spoils. And can I do something? Can I work with that retailer earlier to 
move the product faster?”

If Ferrero sees early enough that product isn’t moving well, they can talk to the retailer about how they can improve it 
while the opportunity still exists. For example, can they o�er a markdown in the last week or two? Some pro�t may be 
sacri�ced, but it saves them from destroying product at the end.

The Ferraro team also uses real-time insights into distributor and retailer pipelines to pinpoint when partners have too 
much (or too little) inventory, based on the downstream point-of-sale. That information helps them drive better 
conversations, either internally cross-functionally or with customers, to prevent unnecessary orders and waste.

The ability to have immediate visibility into [partners’] inventory is one level beyond anything we’ve had in the past… 
maybe we used something else that told us POS generically at the end state, but to not be able to tell what’s happening 
up and down that supply chain really puts you at a disadvantage.

Ferrero’s experience with Alloy shows that real-time, harmonized data that brings together supply and demand promises 
bene�ts throughout the organization. Priorities include reducing waste, reducing lost sales and improving on-shelf 
availability, but he recognizes that there may be an entire set of sales applications too.

When Ferrero �rst started working with Alloy, the users were about 75% supply chain and 25% sales. Now a year later, 
it’s probably 50-50, and they’re looking at how it could be relevant to trade marketing as well. FE
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AI-driven growth

A leader in the tomato processing industry, The Morning Star Company is looking at new AI agriculture technologies 
in extensive �eld settings. The processor extends this knowledge to their tomato farmers to improve yields and overall 
pro�tability, as well as positively contribute on the long-term sustainability of our natural resources.  

Currently, Gradient Crop Yield Solutions (a Morning Star agriculture business entity), is working on smart irrigations 
technologies in processing tomatoes. “This year, we are partnering with farmers to expanding our knowledge in other 
agricultural industries such almonds, pistachios, wine grapes, citrus and dates,” says Saul Alarcon, Agronomist at 
Morning Star.

Arti�cial intelligence will play a critical role in the future integration of infrared technology (IR) and environmental data, 
Alarcon says. “Mathematical algorithms will eventually help us to automate irrigation systems using plant water stress 
index responses from daily atmospheric water demands. The standard practice currently is to have a program that uses 
weather and/or soil moisture sensor data to determine irrigation scheduling.”

However, Morning Star found through �eld research that precise irrigation decisions can be �ne-tuned by collecting 
daily vital environmental stress signals from the plant. “This process can detect stress much faster than the methods 
mentioned previously (almost real-time) thus aiding in the rapid detection and prevention of unpredictable yield limiting 
factors before we can visually detect it,” Alarcon explains.

KRISTEN KAZARIAN, MANAGING EDITOR

The Morning Star Company explores AI options to 
improve yields, pro�tability 

Photo courtesy of Getty Images/bankrx 

In the August episode of the 
Food Engineering podcast, 
Editor-in-Chief Casey Laughman 
discusses the application of AI 
technologies with The Morning 
Star Company’s Saul Alarcon (L) 
and Javier Garrido.

Gradient is also partnering with other companies that utilize technologies that lead themselves to AI bene�ts. The 
company uses the CERES Imaging Water Stress tool, which helps growers to detect crop anomalies such as water stress, 
irrigation e�ciency issues, disease and insect problems. Detection of crop yield limiting factors before they are 
noticeable to the naked eye is very useful to farmers. “Aerial crop images provide a wider perspective of our production 
systems through the visualization of plant vigor maps (NDVI), thermal and other crops stress algorithms,” Alarcon says.

Morning Star is also teaming up with ESCARDA Technologies, based in Berlin, Germany, which specializes in laser-based 
weeding. Laser-based weeding shows great potential as a non-herbicide solution to weed control that uses multi-
spectral sensors and state of the art computer vision algorithms (AI) to detect and classify all plants on the �eld. Alarcon 
says that after identifying the weed plants, a laser beam will be used to eliminate or seriously damage the weeds. In this 
way, value crops can grow without the competition from noxious weeds and have higher yields because all available 
nutrients do not have to be shared. 

“In some places where labor is scarce or weather conditions are
extreme, AI models will be essential to develop autonomous planters,
weeders, harvesters and even driver-less grain combines.”
— Saul Alarcon, agronomist, The Morning Star Company

AI could help estimate harvest times while predicting yields more accurately. For example, says Alarcon, preliminary data 
has shown that when growers have low plant water stress index levels (PWSI) the possibility to have above average 
yields increases signi�cantly. He says that PWSI information therefore could be used in the future to estimate yields thus 
aiding in the prediction of possible crop shortages. Similarly, the smart integration of aerial images might help in the 
planning of harvest schedules that could assist in the e�ective coordination of a continuous and steady stream of 
incoming fruit for factories. 

“AI could also aid in the improvement of the quality and nutritional value of fruit such as natural tomato soluble solids 
(brix). By using smart technologies growers might be able to manage pre-harvest irrigation, to gradually regulate plant 
stress to a desirable point where fruit can increase brix levels without the negative impact of yield loss,” Alarcon says. At 
a more regional level, AI can be useful in the generation of economic models using �eld and environmental data to 
predict yields projections and estimate future commodity prices, he adds.    

Preliminary data shows that yields have had a steady improvement with growers that have actively adopted them. 
Optimization of irrigation management practices can help them get better production while optimizing water usage (and 
cost). 

AI will help to solve several issues during the various stages of the supply chain. “For example, in some places where 
labor is scarce or weather conditions are extreme, AI models will be essential to develop autonomous planters, weeders, 
harvesters and even driver-less grain combines,” says Alarcon. “At the tomato processing facility levels, yard automation 
will be a standard soon, where autonomous shuttles will e�ciently move loaded trailers to fruit dumping areas.” FE
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SOFTWARE UPDATES
Surviving

Surviving a �rmware, application software or a Windows 
update can at times seem impossible…

So you put o� upgrades and updates as long as possible because you can’t a�ord the downtime. But doing nothing 
can put you in a darker place—one where you could be down for much longer than you thought because a hacker got 
into your old and unprotected system or you can’t �nd a replacement PLC on eBay for that 30-year old device with an 
“intermittent CPU or memory.”

UPDATES MAY NOT SUPPORT OLDER EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE 

Over the Memorial Day weekend, I built a new Intel-based Core i9 computer to replace my aging 7-year old Core i7. 
Opting for a new Windows 10 Professional license and Ubuntu Linux 20.04 OS (dual boot), I knew that if I wanted to use 
an aging �lm scanner, I’d have to install a Virtual Machine (VM) on Windows 10 or Ubuntu to run Windows XP to support 
the old device—maybe you’ve faced a similar situation with older industrial equipment. Unfortunately, my 20-year old 
audio recorder’s software was plain obsolete, but my new TASCAM is compatible with Windows 10.

I now face a “free Windows 11 update” in the future, which I hear occupies 60 gigabytes of disk space. Seriously, do I 
need all that clutter? At some point, your IT department will be faced with the same upgrade decision—while your OT 
group struggles to keep its controls operating without downtime. Building and maintaining hardware is one thing, but 
dealing with Windows forced updates and migrating application software can be a painstaking process—and full of 
pitfalls—but when successful, with rewards.

WAYNE LABS, SENIOR TECHNICAL EDITOR

Photo courtesy of Endress+Hauser

One way around the Windows forced-updates issue is to 
choose industrial applications that also are available on 
Linux, for example, Inductive Automation’s Ignition. Though 
most Linux distributions are available out of the box with 
automatic updates turned on (for example, I use Ubuntu 
18.04 Server and 18.04/20.04 workstations), they’re so 
con�gurable that the user controls the OS—not the other 
way around.

I asked automation hardware suppliers, process control 
software folks and system integrators for some advice on 
dealing with Windows, control application software and 
device �rmware updates.

DEALING—OR NOT DEALING—WITH WINDOWS UPDATES

In dealing with Windows updates, the experts I interviewed 
had varying opinions, but one thing they agreed on is to 
approach upgrading Windows-based workstations on the 
plant �oor with caution. 

Staying on top of Windows system updates is critical to 
security and performance, but many organizations have to be 
careful about update timing to avoid production 
interruptions, says Sesh Natarajan, Emerson DeltaV product 
director. Organizations need the �exibility to be able to 
decide when and what to update to minimize the impact to 
operations. 

Scheduling Windows Updates is not necessarily so easy as you can 
only put them off for so long. Admins have more control by making 
changes in the Windows Group Policy Editor or the system registry. 
Image: Screen dump, Wayne Labs

“With system updates, the best o�ense is a good defense. If automation leaders are strategic about how they handle 
operating system updates and perform due diligence to test a wide variety of installations, they can mitigate many of 
the risks of an update breaking an application or disrupting production,” says Natarajan.

ADISRA is a Windows-based HMI/SCADA package especially designed for machine builders and OEMs. According to 
Bruno Armond Crepaldi, chief technology o�cer at ADISRA, major Windows updates should be kept o� production 
systems until the updates are tested for stability and compatibility issues. “Many times, we recommend that customers 
stay one [Windows] release behind so their production system remains stable, and early issues with a new released 
update can be identi�ed and resolved before being placed on production systems. This advice is given with the 
assumption that the update is not a major security release and that the production machines are adequately secured 
from outside intrusions.” Crepaldi advises turning o� auto-updates for production machines, or at least delaying them 
as long as possible.

Chris Schulze, VP sales at CODESYS Corporation, a Control System Integrators Association (CSIA) member, is adamant 
about shutting down Windows semi-annual updates. “No semi-annual or annual changes.” Only if major hardware 
(major machine system) gets changed or updated. It should be an IT and OT responsibility. The update decision should 
come from the OT alone. Schulze thinks Windows shouldn’t even be a plant �oor consideration: “Please note, the 
number one OS for PC-based automation is Linux, and not Windows anymore.”

Some automation suppliers have gone the non-Windows 
route for their devices and controllers. “In many of its 
data acquisition units, controllers, PLCs and other 
products, Yokogawa has opted NOT to use the Windows 
operating systems due to the frequent upgrades and 
security patches required over time,” says Gerald 
Hardesty, product marketing manager, Yokogawa 
Corporation of America, Industrial Automation Products. 
Instead, Yokogawa has opted to use an alternative real-
time embedded operating system to avoid these security 
issues and threats. Yokogawa products are less 
susceptible to the vulnerabilities that Windows systems 
are exposed to, and thus the routine security upgrades 
that Windows users undergo are required far less often, 
or not at all.

SCHEDULING APPLICATION AND WINDOWS UPDATES

Interestingly enough, application providers with cloud-
based systems can make their own upgrades easier on 
users because often all that is required to use them is a 
web browser. Nevertheless, IFS is very sensitive to 
updates in regulated industries. IFS provides integrated 
HACCP and quality control, advanced demand planning 
and forecasting, supply chain management systems and 
much more. “IFS Cloud marks the start of a new, twice-
yearly feature update cadence for an ‘evergreen’ customer 
experience,” says Antony Bourne, IFS senior vice president
—industries. 

Oracle’s VM VirtualBox is available for non-commercial and commercial 
applications, and allows the running of one operating system (shown 
here, Windows XP) inside another OS—in this case Windows 10. The 
virtual machine (VM) allows Windows XP to run older applications—such 
as an old film scanner or an I/O system—while enjoying the protection of 
the host operating system, Windows 10. VirtualBox is available for Mac 
OS, Windows, Linux and Oracle Solaris. Image: Screen dump, Wayne Labs

Blanket policies, automatic updates can result in big losses

Compliance and standard software updates are essential—they keep IT and OT functioning at peak levels and maintain 
the best cybersecurity standards, says Tony Baker, chief product safety and security of�icer at Rockwell Automation. 
However, blanket policies that force restarts at certain times regardless of the OT context should be avoided. There are 
multiple reasons why blanket policies and rigid update times are problematic. For example:

• Rigidity is not a �it for OT. Every OT application functions di�erently and should be treated on a case-by-case basis. 
If, as an example, a brewery operation had to force restart, that would throw o� the careful timing of the brewing 
process, ruining the batch process—hence a major �inancial loss.

• Blanket policies could limit the ability of the OT team to consult a manufacturer on the best process for their 
control system. Vendors and manufacturers are experts in OT hardware and software, so allowing their voice to be 
heard in the patch rollout process will only help in keeping OT running smoothly.

• What works for IT may not work for OT. In the OT environment, an all-at-once update could create a situation 
where all the control room’s screens go dark at once—severely limiting visibility into OT. The IT team should not make 
decisions for the OT team. Instead, the IT and OT teams should work together on a situational basis to determine 
software updates and rollouts.

Windows updates, no matter how big or small, should not generally be “automatic” on most control and monitoring 
systems, such as process, packaging, utilities and building automation, says Dan Malyszko, director of Denver 
operations at Malisko Engineering, CSIA Certi�ied Member. Contemporary control and monitoring systems typically 
run application software that can highly rely on various functionality and operational behavior of Windows. 

Software manufacturers, such as Rockwell, Schneider and AVEVA, have rigorous testing protocols to test new Microsoft 
hot �ixes and patches to ensure compatibility with their industrial software suites, says Malyszko. “Bad things can 
happen”—such as critical systems or equipment shutting down and/or negatively a�ecting safety and product 
integrity—should an update be deployed without prior veri�ication from the software manufacturer. 

In general, Windows updates and Windows Server patching should be an IT/OT shared responsibility. And that means 
IT must have visibility to those machines and be willing to not have automatic updates turned on. This also means that 
IT needs to stay up on the Windows patch quali�ications websites, such as Rockwell’s 
https://www.rockwellautomation.com/
ms-patch-quali�ication/quali�ications.htm.

“Historically we have made large core releases every two 
to three years, with quarterly updates containing a 
combination of �xes and new features,” says Bourne. 
“With IFS Cloud we now have twice-yearly releases of new 
functionality, each supported through monthly service 
updates that only contain �xes.”

In many cases, processors operating under particularly 
rigid regulatory requirements (e.g. FDA), have requested 
�exibility regarding the timing of update adoption in their 
production environment. IFS has chosen to o�er the 
�exibility required for these customers, (via a de�ned 
time window where IFS provides access to the update), to 
determine when the time is right for them to push a new 
version to their environments. Having this �exibility is 
essential where any change to IT systems is likely to 
trigger the requirement for a new third-party audit before 
rolling it out into production.

ADISRA SmartView provides modern visualization and deployment 
options for HMI/SCADA functionality. Image courtesy of ADISRA

Back at the machine/plant level, Allpax, maker of retorts and other production equipment, is careful with Windows 
updates. “Updates to the PCs (both servers and clients) in our system are scheduled during production downtime 
windows,” says Jonathan Watkins, VP of technology. Tests are performed to ensure that the updates do not adversely 
a�ect the system before production is resumed. These updates are coordinated with the local group that manages IT 
system for the customer.

Automated Systems Group, a CSIA member, stresses the importance of keeping automation up and running. “In our 
experience at AMT, any time you update Windows, there is a chance that other installed programs may not continue to 
work,” says Terry Meister, controls engineering manager. Some may encounter “bugs” when the Windows software is 
updated. “Also, we have found that the manufacturers of industrial hardware equipment lag behind the Windows 
updates, making sure their software will work well with the updates before releasing their own updates. For this reason, 
it is important that the admin and PLC programmers/maintenance discuss when the appropriate time is to update. Also, 
making sure that enough downtime is scheduled with production—in case issues arise—can save all a lot of heartache,” 
says Meister.

Typical system vendors for industrial applications will evaluate updates and roll out changes as appropriate, says Steve 
P�antz, P.E./P. Eng., CRB associate. “Make sure you understand if it is ever advised to do any updates to an industrial 
system without them reviewing the update.” Industrial applications are a more substantial application than most, and 
updates of any kind to the operating system need to be veri�ed to not cause a problem. This is the fundamental reason 
to manage a system according to the vendor’s guidelines.

While Travis Cox, co-director of sales engineering at 
Inductive Automation says that major updates should not 
be put on hold, it’s extremely important to stay up to date 
and avoid OS obsolescence. The problem is, however, 
that most OT applications rely on speci�c OS versions 
and likely won’t run on the newest version. Often the 
upgrade path is di�cult and expensive, leading 
manufacturers to put the major updates on hold and 
putting themselves at risk. Software vendors need to take 
this into consideration and provide simple upgrade 
paths. 

IT AND OT MUST WORK AS A TEAM

Communication between IT and OT professionals is key, 
especially when it comes to updates, says Keith 
Mandachit, P.E., engineering manager at Hu�man 
Engineering, a certi�ed CSIA member. From an OT 
perspective, all updates should really be delayed until 
there has been an opportunity to check with the 
manufacturer and have it cleared to be installed. In an 
ideal world, organizations would have a separate test 
environment that wouldn’t potentially disrupt the entire 
production line. This is one reason it is vital to bring in a 
control system integrator at the beginning of the project 
so these discussions can be held prior to design, updates 
or upgrades. 

More savings in maintenance and servicing of the device software are 
made possible via the cloud by the ctrlX Device Portal powered by 
NEXEED. Image courtesy of Bosch-Rexroth

Replace ancient hardware, update �irmware

When you �ind yourself in a situation where you have equipment dating back 20-30 years, there are a couple of things 
to note, says Sean Creager, senior electrical engineer, Hu�man Engineering. Because they are generally less connected 
(technology has advanced incredibly in the last three decades), your risk of a cyberattack may in general be lower, but 
the risk of a complete shutdown due to aging parts is incredibly high. 

With parts that old, generally replacements are only found on eBay and risking your entire operation to whether or not 
eBay can �ind a part is generally not a wise business decision. The older equipment was probably less connected when 
installed but could be vulnerable if any new connections were made to them since so the cyber risk would still be high.

Jason Anson, automation manager at Interstates, a CSIA certi�ied member provides some basic pointers on hardware 
updates:

• Avoiding upgrades can lead to obsolete hardware, which can increase downtime and decrease productivity.

• As software continues to be updated, the hardware will eventually need to match the software’s sophistication. 

• Scheduling downtime is a lot more cost e�ective than waiting for something to break.

• Not every software update requires new hardware. VMs—as already noted—can allow older software to keep 
functioning.

OT and IT should work together on a patching strategy, 
says Cox. OT can help determine when to perform the 
updates or deploy strategies to allow updates without 
disrupting operations, such as redundancy. IT can provide 
OT sandbox environments to test out the latest update to 
understand whether they will be a�ected. Developing a 
procedure and strategy is critical and allows the 
organization to stay ahead of the updates. It also buys 
time to work with software vendors when issues have 
been identi�ed. “You don’t want to �nd out about issues 
after it’s too late, and be forced to stay on older versions 
because of incompatibilities,” he adds.

A variety of devices, each not dependent on frequent software 
updates, are available from Yokogawa for securely storing data. 
Photo courtesy of Yokogawa

This seems like a great opportunity to introduce collaboration between OT and IT teams as a Windows HMI is usually a 
shared asset among the key stakeholders, says Luis Narvaez, Siemens product marketing manager, basic automation & 
industrial security. “While it is important to ensure that your Microsoft/Windows products are always up-to-date with all 
of the latest security/functional patches, it is also equally important to verify with the vendor of whatever industrial 
applications whether those updates will be compatible with their software in order to avoid potential downtime and thus 
security vulnerabilities.” Siemens has a web page where users can verify compatibility of their software products with 
tested Microsoft or other third-party products via www.siemens.com/kompatool. 

LET SYSTEM INTEGRATORS HANDLE UPDATES

We’ve already seen that application developers work behind the scenes to keep their software up to date so Windows 
updates don’t break a control system. “We develop and test all of our systems with current OS and software with current 
updates (patches),” says Jerry Leuthold, senior project manager, Bachelor Controls Inc., a CSIA certi�ed member. “Then 
we install the system at the customer site and recommend that it is secured and has no access to the internet. Only 
tested OS and software patches would then be applied to the system manually.” 

For those processors who have broken their system by downloading a Windows update, Leuthold says VMs and good 
backups can get a manufacturer back in operation to a state before a system was broken.

“This is a hard lesson,” says Meister. “If an end user is looking to update software on a machine connected to a PC or 
PLC, they should contact the integrator before proceeding. Before they shut down for the update, we can investigate and 
ensure what is needed to get them back up and running.” 

Meister also suggests a good reason for using a VM. “We will use VMWare with older versions of Windows as necessary. 
This allows us to keep our main computer system up to date for security reasons and have a VM for PLC programs as 
needed.”

OS and application updates can break systems, as Creager describes one situation where an update crashed an 
application. “At the time we just had to roll back and uninstall the update until a Hot Fix was provided by the 
manufacturer. In very speci�c situations we have actually set up the system to turn o� Windows updates because of the 
potential consequences of interference.” FE
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INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

SUPPLY CHAIN

MAINTAINING

Technology helps ensure integrity, safety and transparency in supply chain I/Os

For food and beverage processors, supply chain management covers a lot of territory. 

For instance, Ted Combs, an industry principal for CPG and Food & Beverage at AVEVA, says it is about optimization at all 
stages and providing end-to-end value for the business. From a procurement perspective, that might include ensuring 
the right ingredients are sourced and received at the right time. “It’s about creating a system that promotes traceability 
of ingredients and materials, supports recipe management and prioritizes quality,” he says.

Supply chain management also is critical to helping companies manage inventory and packaging, scheduling, and costs. 
A company wants to know that they have the right items onsite at the right time for the right cost and that the products 
are delivered to customers while meeting quality speci�cations.

“It starts with the ingredients, extends to manufacturing and packaging processes, and ultimately through shipping and 
distribution to customers and distributors,” Combs says. “It’s a critical part of business, and digital software can help 
ensure each stage is designed and operated e�ciently in a way that reduces burdens and creates value.”

SHARON SPIELMAN, SENIOR EDITOR

Marcel Koks, industry and solution strategy director for 
Food & Beverage at Infor, notes that the food and 
beverage industry experienced a number of supply 
chain disruptions during the last year, including Brexit, 
trade wars, the pandemic and more recently, the 
blocked Suez Canal. “And these will not be the last 
disruptions that we will see,” he says. “Demand will 
shift back from the grocery stores to restaurants, but 
will it return to the pre-pandemic levels? Harvests can 
fail in some regions because of drought and countries 
can be shut down because of plagues. There are many 
uncertain factors.”

Compliance is another important consideration for a 
food processor, Koks says. Not all available ingredients 
are suitable for all demand; some customers exclude 
some countries of origin or growers, or ask for other 
certi�cates. “To cope with these changes, visibility of 
the supply chain from farm to fork is key, so that very 
quickly alternative scenarios can be evaluated and 
decisions can be made in planning and operations. 
What has become clear is that digital leaders are more 
agile and outpace the competitors that simply need 
too much time to get a clear picture from multiple 
legacy or paper-based systems,” he says.

The next level of supply chain visibility is supply chain transparency, 
which is about sharing the information in the supply chain, Koks adds. 
This has multiple purposes, like collaborating in the cold chain to 
minimize food safety risks and maximize shelf lives, or work more 
closely with the farmers to reduce food waste. 

John Rowley, vice president of the Global Food Division at NSF 
International, believes that the global supply chain for food and 
beverages is a complex one. “Food and beverage processors often see 
themselves as positioned towards the end of the supply chain, as they 
can be either a direct source to the consumption point at retail or 
foodservice, or removed from that point by only a distribution center,” 
he says. “Hence, they consider the logistics to move their product one 
step forward, and the sourcing of their raw materials one step 
backward.”

The farm-to-fork value chain has several inputs and 
outputs throughout the process. Graphic courtesy of 
AVEVA

“Simply put, if plants aren’t effectively 
maintained it can lead to ine�ciencies and 
added costs.”

— Ted Combs, industry principal for CPG and Food & 
Beverage at AVEVA

The supply chain is actually an intricate web from the primary producers, he says, generally at the farm level, through to 
various levels of processors, to stops at one or more distribution centers, before the �nished product lands at its �nal 
destination at retail or restaurant. “Add in the transport of raw materials and products globally, and the management of 
the food and beverage supply chain becomes an even more momentous task,” Rowley says.

MANAGING INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

When it comes to the inputs and outputs of the supply chain, processing plants must maintain them or face the 
consequences.  

“Simply put, if plants aren’t e�ectively maintained it can lead to ine�ciencies and added costs,” says Combs. “Food 
safety, for instance, is no trivial matter. If an organization doesn’t have complete visibility into sourced ingredients and 
�nished products, and how they are handled throughout the supply chain, then they run the risk of unsafe products, 
excessive waste and potential recalls.”

Proper supply chain management helps processors ensure ingredients and materials meet quality standards and production deadlines. Photo 
courtesy of Getty Images/Industryview

This could cause issues that extend beyond �nancial and impact brand equity and reputation. “A poorly maintained 
plant is a �nancial burden and can lead to higher costs, missed customer service targets and put a company’s market 
share risk,” he says.

Koks adds that food safety incidents can be very costly to a business and negatively impact consumer trust and brand 
value. “There’s absolutely no question that being able to undertake a recall very quickly and targeted is crucial to 
minimize food safety issues and damage to the brand,” he says. “However, many food manufacturers do not have a 
completely digital track and trace in place. Some information is coming from their transactional systems, but it’s not 
very granular and quality details have to be looked up in other systems or even from paper registrations.” 

“Obviously, it’s important to capture everything that happens 
in the goods �ow, like the lot number of the ingredients being 
used to produce a pallet of the �nished product.”

— Marcel Koks, industry and solution strategy director for Food & 
Beverage at Infor

It takes too much time to analyze the incident based on this disjointed information, resulting in bigger recalls without really 
knowing the root cause, Koks says. “Having detailed track and trace records, including source information, processing 
details and quality test results in one single digital platform really makes a huge difference during a food safety crisis.”

Rowley points out that even before the world had to contend with the spread of COVID-19, knowledge and action plans 
related to raw material inputs and product outputs were important. “Accurate planning is essential, and many food and 
beverage organizations utilize just-in-time (JIT) production scheduling to keep inventory levels and costs low,” he says. 
However, that model is not without risks—as potential surges and declines in demand for particular items can upset the 
delicate balance of the JIT approach. 

“With the pandemic, many processors found themselves experiencing surges and declines in a way not seen previously. 
Rapid, panicked responses (particularly in the early weeks and months) on the part of consumers meant that some items, 
such as toilet paper and cleaning products, disappeared from store shelves while outbreaks in meat processing plants 
forced closures that resulted in an overabundance of animals languishing at farms,” Rowley adds.

“Processors must understand what is in 
place at points further back and ahead.”

— John Rowley, vice president, Global Food Division at 
NSF International

TACKLING THE CHALLENGES

No part of a process is without challenges. In regard to maintaining inputs and outputs, Combs says, “Most every 
manufacturing environment is heterogeneous, meaning it’s made up of machinery and control systems sourced from 
multiple vendors, which creates complexity that needs to be monitored and managed.” Additionally, he says that 
companies are striving to serve consumers who demand variety, which runs contrary to the need to standardize processes 
and increase efficiency. 

“It can be easy to lead to a bull-whip breakdown,” Combs says. “By relying on data, you can create greater agility and 
responsiveness, avoiding reactive situations that involve manual processes with workers that are isolated. Proper solutions 
and tools can foster collaboration and communication, thus removing walls and barriers—from the customer’s customer, 
to the supplier’s supplier, and from the shop floor to the top floor. During turbulent times, you cannot control what 
happens, but you can control how you respond.”

Koks sees challenges from a safety perspective. “A food safety incident can be caused anywhere in the supply chain, not 
only within the four walls of the food processing facility. However, the legacy systems still used by many food 
manufacturers are typically limited in their ability to conduct full traceability as they can’t access crucial information from 
the upstream supply chain. We believe the next big move in traceability and technology will be the adoption of blockchain, 
so that origin information and quality attributes can be passed on from the farm, via the food processor to the retailer.”

Rowley adds that the “one step forward and one step back” approach is quite limiting. “The supply chain shouldn’t be 
considered a linear chain but instead an interwoven web,” he says. “One of the biggest challenges companies face is the 
significant task of understanding that web.” 

This can be overcome through partnering with other organizations who also have a stake in this understanding, such as 
key customers, says Rowley. “Key customers may have their own benchmarks for supply chain management around 
integrity, safety and transparency, and must work with their suppliers (food and beverage processors) to ensure that there 
is alignment with the benchmarks. Collaborating and leveraging a divide and conquer approach to gathering the data has 
beneficial effects on efficiency.” 

He adds that siloed organizations are another challenge that can set food and beverage processors back. “In order to 
realize maximum efficiency and transparency, there must be communication between the front line and operation teams 
that deliver the product. This builds greater awareness of where the demand is now, where it might be in future, and 
ensures that the organization on a whole is working towards the same goals,” Rowley says. FE
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REPORTS
Field

Cablevey Conveyors’ wet cleaning process internally cleans in several steps, starting with a water rinse followed by a foaming agent, sanitizing 
rinse and �nal water rinse. Photos courtesy of Cablevey Conveyors

National Frozen Foods Corp., a national processor of frozen vegetables since 1912 that processes more than 400 million 
lbs. of product annually, was looking to meet higher compliance standards while increasing the speed of packaging.

The company found a solution in a tubular conveyor system capable of providing an extremely reliable conveyance and 
automated cleaning of the system without having to take it apart, according to Mark Koreis, superintendent 
processing/packaging, at the Moses Lake, Wash., plant.

The plant previously conveyed frozen peas, corn, lima beans, diced carrots and legumes using a pneumatic conveyor to 
move product to bulk packaging areas, Koreis says. But this was less than ideal for their application. “Our previous 
pneumatic conveyor system generated a lot of heat, which is not good for frozen product, so we had to inject cool air 
into the system,” he says. “Also, sanitation of the system presented challenges.”  

National Frozen Foods Corp. installed a tubular cable conveyor system from 
Cablevey Conveyors to improve cleaning e�ciency

Enclosed wet cleaning improves food 
safety, increases product changeovers

“We sought a more reliable, precise, streamlined cleaning
process, as well as increased production speeds”
— Mark Koreis, superintendent, packaging/processing, National Frozen Foods Corp.

According to Koreis, the cleaning process was ine�cient and led to 
some downtime. As a result, the system was typically limited to 
conveying no more than 8 to 10 tons of product per hour. “We sought a 
more reliable, precise, streamlined cleaning process, as well as 
increased production speeds,” says Koreis. 

To resolve the issue, the plant replaced the pneumatic conveyor system 
with a tubular cable conveyor system with automated wet cleaning 
capability from Cablevey Conveyors. In the food industry, the conveyors 
are utilized for products such as nuts, cereal, snacks, beans, seeds and 
co�ee. The system can convey up to 2,000 cubic feet per hour of 
materials with numerous layouts using multiple inlets and outlets.

The cable conveyor’s wet cleaning process internally cleans the tube in 
several steps starting with a water rinse followed by foaming agent, a 
sanitizing rinse and a �nal water rinse. Once the system is thoroughly 
�ushed out, drying is achieved by attaching urethane wipers to the 
tubular conveyor’s discs, which act like a squeegee to remove any 
residual water.

Because tubular cable conveyors are enclosed, 
they can be quickly and e�ectively �ooded with 
water, �ushed, rinsed, cleansed and thoroughly 
sanitized without disassembly.

Cablevey Conveyors tubular conveyor is clear except for the clamps so sta� can visually check anytime. A cleaning inspection option involves a 
small, lighted camera system, with video inside the tubes viewable on a smart phone via an app.

For the Moses Lake frozen food processing plant application, a 6-inch dia. tubular conveyor system approximately 100 ft. 
long was installed to send product to be packaged in boxes or totes for shipping. To automate the cleaning process, 
Cablevey helped to integrate the conveyor with the plant’s distributed control system (DCS).

“By automating the cleaning, the Cablevey system is essentially self-cleaning,” says Koreis. “It is very convenient to let it 
run through the cleaning process and have employees take care of other tasks.”

Thorough, wet cleaning can be accomplished without disassembly, reducing downtime and eliminating the need for unnecessary additional 
dedicated conveyor lines.

According to Koreis, clear tubes were chosen as an option for the conveyor system to provide greater visibility into the 
cleanliness of the equipment and the cleaning process as it occurs. He also chose to add a unique inspection option 
that enables the running of a small, lighted camera system internally through the tubes, with video viewable on his 
smartphone via an app. Usually, this level of inspection is performed on an as-needed basis to further verify or 
document cleanliness.

“The tubular conveyor is clear except where the clamps are, so we can visually check at any time, and the internal 
camera system allows us to see every nook and cranny from the inside,” says Koreis. “This, along with regular ATP 
testing, gives us con�dence that we are reliably meeting all necessary QA and food safety standards.”

“Compared to our previous air conveyor system, we are able to run signi�cantly more—up to 15 tons an hour, with less 
downtime and less breakage of delicate product,” he says. FE
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Engineering

Several improvements in hardware, software and algorithms make 
consistently spotting 0.3 mm stainless steel fragments in food possible

Squeezing extra sensitivity out of X-ray 
detection systems

IF YOU’RE AN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, you might not think that a 3 
decibel increase or decrease in power (ratio of 2:1 or 1:2) would make 
much di�erence in a radio signal received 30 miles away from the 
transmitter site, and you’d be right. But, if you consider the di�culty of 
detecting stainless steel (SS) fragments in food less than 1.0 mm in 
size, being able to consistently detect a metal fragment one-half the 
size—or 0.5 mm—would be a major improvement, seemingly 
insurmountable in the real world.

ABM Equipment (Vancouver, Wash.) thought that Eagle’s PXT X-ray 
solution would be capable of accomplishing this if it were applied to 
products outside poultry. Eagle’s PXT solution, originally developed for 
the poultry industry where bones are becoming �ner and less 
calci�ed, was designed to provide a new level of sensitivity in one of 
the most troublesome applications. To do this, the generators’ beam 
geometry was modi�ed and the detection nodes (diodes) were placed 
closer together—reducing the spaces through which contaminants 
could slip, says ABM Co-Owner Je� Walling. With more data to work 
from, the algorithms were also restructured to more accurately 
identify contaminants and reduce false rejects.

ABM Equipment is Eagle’s principal distributor and product-
development partner. ABM helped develop a number of applications 
including the pipeline and meat chub solutions—and has produced a 
software package that simpli�es machine validations, product rework, 
and image retrieval to combat false liability claims.

Since the release of the PXT, Eagle has been adapting the technology 
to other machines and applications, and getting similar results. It is 
currently available in the Pipeline, 430, RMI 400 and 550 models, with 
the 240 adaptation nearly complete.

“This is a quantum leap for the industry,” says John Cassa, co-owner of 
ABM Equipment. “For the past few decades every player in the space 
has been pretty comparable. One company may perform better with 
this contaminant or that product, or they might get real tight specs on 
a speci�c application. They might see 0.5 mm stainless steel in 
cheese, for example, but then that’s all they can see. We’re getting 
unheard-of specs on everything—metal, bone, glass, plastic, stone, 
item weight, �ll level, whatever. Even mass measurement and item 
count have improved dramatically.”

I asked Cassa to �ll us in on the PXT solution, how it came to be and 
what the technology holds for future development in X-ray scanning 
technology for food and beverage.

Je� Walling, co-owner of ABM Equipment

John Cassa, co-owner of ABM Equipment

FE: How old is ABM Equipment? Are you a system integrator?

John Cassa: 25 years, and yes; integrator, custom equipment manufacturer, existing equipment optimizer… we take 
system responsibility from design to implementation and controls. We engineer in-house and own a scale company, 
which allow us to put our arms around most projects.

FE: Who are your customers?

Cassa: Because of the mentioned scale company, a powder bulk solids division and food inspection division, we have a 
pretty wide range of customers. So, from a strawberry stand to a dam to breweries and labs—and of course—all food 
processors, globally and locally.

Machine image of a �sh �llet shows contaminants showing up clearly that would usually be very di�cult or impossible to detect . Photos courtesy 
of ABM Equipment 

One of the machines compatible with PXT is capable of detecting 
SS particles down to 0.5 mm and smaller.

FE: What is the range of detection equipment 
types/models that you o�er?

Cassa: We have an extensive background in magnetics, using 
magnets to pull material out of product �ows, and that’s the 
point from which we got into metal detectors. We have 
checkweighers from the scale side, then, of course, there’s X-
ray. X-ray is pretty standard at this point, in part due to the 
�exibility provided for rework stations and reject lanes. X-ray 
will let you do bulk �ow with pull-nose rejects, power drop 
gates, powered lift, pusher rejects, overhead sweep, air blast 
rejects, and full banks doing very high rates and small waste, 
which takes us into sorting. In that industry you have to be 
able to say if you reject one rock, you can only lose 1.5 nuts, 
and that’s where we’re getting. X-ray can perform a number 
of quality checks like fat analysis and item mass with less 
than a 0.5% margin of error, which encompasses the metal 
detection, weighing, sorting and analyzing o�erings.

FE: What speci�cally is your relationship with Eagle?

Cassa: First and foremost we’re a long-time distributor coming up on 20 years now and a full-service provider; so we do 
warranty, parts and sales. On the back-end, we help develop application-speci�c solutions that are hard to tackle as an 
OEM, which [Eagle] has used and licensed from us. We’ve also developed a software package that enhances our 
o�erings.

FE: What in general have been the limitations of X-ray detection systems for use in food and beverage? (e.g., 
sensitivity, type of material, detection rate or sensitivity, etc.)

Cassa: X-ray’s challenges have been performing under varying conditions. Products from beef to lettuce vary drastically, 
as do the contaminants. So when you’re trying to train a machine to look for rocks or plastic within di�erent packaging 
like cans or bottles, things get complicated quickly. So in practice, the limitation has been we had to sacri�ce 
performance in one area for another. Of course there’s always a tradeo� between speed, sensitivity and accuracy, but an 
X-ray-speci�c hurdle would be the noisiness of an image—you can imagine how much harder it is to �nd a rock in a bag 
of nuts than in a block of cheese. Now we can �nd rock and golf balls in noisy images like French fries without giving up 
other metrics.

FE: Some X-ray companies have promised a 0.3 mm sensitivity, but was this realistic? Why or why not? Would 
you have considered anything under 1 mm a challenge to detect?

Cassa: Again, it’s product- and application-dependent. People have claimed all the way down to 0.1 mm stainless, but 
that’s on a nice clean energy bar image moving, say, 40 units per minute (we’re doing 850 now). So if you have a lot of 
money, only care about metal and are prepared for a lot of false rejects, that’s realistic. But not for anyone else. Most of 
the world deals with changing product lines, evolving methods and new packaging. Most producers are looking for 
anything outside the norm for their product, and there are a lot of products out there. People could say they can �nd 0.3 
millimeter metal, but in the reality, in an actual production scenario, that hasn’t been possible without a high reject rate. 
And yes, �nding 1 mm contaminants in a lot of products on the �oor was a challenge; now it’s not. Some applications 
are easier, some not so much.

FE: How do food products being checked a�ect the sensitivity of an X-ray system to detect very small metal 
fragments? What kind of consistency in detection results should be expected for di�erent food products?

Cassa: With X-ray, you’re facing how much is going on in an image (noisiness) and how similar the contaminant is to the 
product in density and radiation-absorptive properties. French fries are real busy, for example. Products with lots of dark 
spots, light spots and voids have previously made this level of detection impossible without a high reject rate.  Now 
you’re going to see the same amount of consistency as before, just while hitting a much smaller spec on your 
contaminants, and performing better on plastics and low-density glass. False rejects come from pushing a machine 
further than it was meant to go, and now the machines are just meant to go further. So the producer can expect a 
signi�cant multiplier attached to the performance of X-ray within their product class.

“Having just the hardware is not enough; you've got to have the
software to marry it… or even just make use of it.”
— John Cassa, co-owner, ABM Equipment

FE: What came �rst when you decided to make 
improvements to machine sensitivity—or the ability 
to detect small (0.3 mm) SS fragments: 
emitter/generator (output strength, wavelength, 
etc.), sensors, software, algorithms, etc.?

Cassa: Eagle’s greatest strength is their algorithms, which 
they have focused on since day one. While other groups 
just wanted to be detectors of small metals, Eagle has 
always gone after di�cult applications that required 
�exible operating systems. As new hardware—and this is 
what just happened—becomes available, Eagle’s core 
algorithms and software enables them to adapt quickly to 
new technologies that are coming on to the market. 
Whether it be tubes, generators, powers or diode 
strength, we’re able to plug them in and use their full 
potential right o� the bat and take them to market faster 
than anyone else.

How 0.5 mm looks referenced to a �nger—while a consumer 
might not notice it, an SS fragment this size could still do damage 
to a tooth. 

FE: What design improvements were made to these parts of the overall X-ray inspection system?

Cassa: This is an improvement of the detectors, generators and auxiliary equipment, and of course, the software design 
that was able to make use of it. The new hardware is available to everyone on the market, but the reason other 
companies haven’t gotten the same results is because their approach centers around simplicity. They want to say “it’s 
easy; just plug it in and it will do everything for you,” but the price they pay is �exibility with new hardware. And the 
criticism they’d have for Eagle is that our operating system is too complex. And it’s true that it’s super complex behind 
the user interface, but you don’t really get into that as a machine operator. I don’t want to get too much into the IP here 
but the way we collect images, view them, and assess pixels and energy, it’s all fundamentally di�erent. Having just the 
hardware is not enough; you've got to have the software to marry it… or even just make use of it.

FE: Have any of these improvements been patented? Or do you seek patents?

Cassa: Yes, there are patents pending.

FE: As I �rst said in my opening, an improvement from, say 1.0 to 0.5 mm, may not seem all that great, but 
doesn’t consistency become just as important?

Cassa: Exactly—consistency is everything. With this technology, the global producers will be reevaluating their 
contaminant spec because the consistency is now there, whereas sacri�ces had to be made in the past. For example, 
USDA’s choking hazard spec is 7 mm, which was hard to hit on things like plastics, so producers would turn up 
sensitivity to �nd those contaminants, paying the price with product losses through false rejects. The bene�t is hitting 
that speci�cation consistently without the losses.

FE: Where do we go from here? What applications that seemed impossible a few short years ago are doable now 
in food and beverage? 

Cassa: First is going back to improve our detection, consistency and false reject rates on all the applications we have out 
there, especially for customers who were looking for those low-density contaminants like golf balls and light glass. Then 
we’ll have to revisit the applications with especially busy images that we’ve had to pass on in the past. Then we’ll really 
try to get the word out to new processors we haven’t talked to before.

FE: This technology is available now, correct?

Cassa: Eagle’s actually had this technology for over two years now with multiple R&D units in the �eld, and it was 
�nalized and released for a speci�c application last year. Since then it has been applied to more units, and it’s currently 
available in the pipeline and other popular models. More adaptations will be �nalized next year.

FE: What else is important that I didn’t ask?

Cassa: I was hoping to talk about our software more because that’s what everything is coming down to. A lot of recalls 
could be stopped if scales, broken bag detectors, metal detectors, etc. were reporting in real-time. 

For example, there was a large producer recently who had pieces of a conveyor belt getting shaved o� and depositing 
metal in the product. There was so much of it that the operators thought the metal detector was malfunctioning. And 
that wasn’t unreasonable of them because they deal with malfunctioning equipment all the time. The reason recalls 
happen like this is because high level people—the ones with the perspective and ability to shut lines down—weren’t in 
the know. 

So what ABM has done is develop a data bridge that enhances Eagle reporting and gets the rest of the pieces of 
equipment in the line to talk to us. For Eagle machines this means X-ray image storage for liability claims, item-level 
traceability, audit reports and action tracking so you know if an operator changed parameters, stu� like that. For down- 
and up-stream equipment it means generating alerts and putting data in the right �le location whether it be for quality, 
management, engineering, and logging to give them the information they need. FE
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Eriez Xtreme metal detectors are 
o�ered in 6-, 12- and 18-inch belt 
sizes and o�er new options, 
including push arm or air blast 
rejects, lockbox, reject 
con�rmation, stainless steel 
motor/reducer, improved 
guarding, and emergency stop and 
side guides.

Since the mid-1990s, Berryhill Foods in Fraser Valley, B.C., Canada—with its rich, fertile soil conditions and temperate 
climate—has been providing premium blueberries and raspberries to a range of customers. Although Berryhill’s 
customers vary, their exacting standards do not. These customers demand stringent adherence to safe quality assurance 
measures, particularly when it comes to detecting and eliminating metal particles in the raw berries prior to shipment. 

To meet Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP), Safe Quality Food (SQF) and other food safety guidelines, 
the berry farmer relies on nine Eriez metal detectors in its various plant operations. And management says plans are 
underway to install additional Eriez metal detectors.

“The Eriez metal detectors are required on all of our lines because they are considered critical control points by our food 
safety systems, including SQF and HAACP,” says Berryhill Foods maintenance manager Tom McTaggart. “Our pre-pack 
processing lines have two metal detectors each, because we want to have one detector as the last step before the boxes 
are stacked for storage,” he says. 

While there are many factors that contribute to the volume of berries going through the metal detectors, McTaggart says 
the average is 10,000 lbs. per hour during the harvesting season. Berryhill Foods has been an Eriez customer for more 
than two decades. 

“We have been using Eriez metal detectors since the mid-90s,” says McTaggart. “In an e�ort to achieve an even higher 
level of sensitivity, we are in the process of converting several of our long-standing units into the newer Eriez Xtreme 
models.”

The Xtreme models are o�ered in 6-, 12- and 18-inch belt sizes and o�er new options, including push arm or air blast 
rejects, lockbox, reject con�rmation, stainless steel motor/reducer, improved guarding, and emergency stop and side 
guides. 

The Xtreme metal detector interface is icon-driven and patterned after advanced smartphones. Plant operators receive 
instantaneous visual feedback from the screen in real-time to make decisions regarding the equipment’s setup and 
performance.

Berryhill Foods uses Eriez metal detectors to ensure their premium 
blueberries and raspberries are safe and pure

Meeting product purity specs with 
metal detection

“We strive to keep all our growing, cultivation and processing
the same so we can sell to numerous customers around the
world.”
—Tom McTaggart, maintenance manager, Berryhill Foods
 MEETING CUSTOMERS’ PRODUCT PURITY SPECS

The ability to monitor and report on the precise level of metal detection in the harvested fruit crop is vital to Berryhill’s 
customers, which are located in the U.S., Europe, Asia and throughout Canada—and each has its own speci�c set of food 
safety criteria. Regardless of the customer or location, Berryhill says it strives to meet the same standards for quality, 
integrity and excellence.

“We have customers who send us test pieces—like 3 millimeter stainless steel or 2.5 millimeter nonferrous, for example
—to determine how well the metal detectors are performing before they receive shipment,” McTaggart says. “Every year, 
I receive a detailed report from Eriez verifying that their metal detectors are meeting our sensitivity requirements and I 
pass that along to our customers.”

He says this is important because some of Berryhill’s customers produce fruit blends containing four to �ve di�erent 
types of fruit from various suppliers. “Sometimes, they will discover contamination in that blend and look for which 
provider sent the contaminated fruit,” he says. “We can tell the customer that our Eriez metal detector can monitor a 
fragment up to 1.5 millimeters, so there is no way that the metal detector would miss the 3-millimeter lead shot sample 
size they sent.”

He says they then tell the customer that Berryhill’s metal detectors will always detect the size of test metal sample they 
send, so they will continue to look for another supplier to determine where that stray metal is originating.

The Eriez metal detectors in use at Berryhill Farms combine a precision mechanical design with state-of-the-art 
electronics, multiple frequency range, vibration immunity and complex algorithms to detect the smallest metals in food 
products. The upgraded Xtreme units have the ability to �nd smaller metal contaminants than previous metal detectors, 
even in di�cult applications like harvested berries.

PRODUCING A RICH BERRY HARVEST

Premium berries from Berryhill Foods are grown on the company’s own family farms and by independent regional 
growers, which are third-party certi�ed for good agricultural practices (GAP). The company has three separate locations 
throughout the region, two of which have cold storage, while the third is a single processing line. Its newest facility, 
which opened in 2017 in the heart of Chilliwack’s British Columbia’s Agricultural Food Processing zone, contains 50,000 
sq.-ft. of cold storage space. 

“The main bulk of product is sent through three individually quick frozen (IQF) lines that run 9,000-15,000 pounds an 
hour and freeze the berries in six to 20 minutes,” McTaggart says. “We have other processing lines that will puree 
raspberries or run them up an inspection belt to be packed into large drums then shipped out to be turned into jam.”

McTaggart explains that once the berries are processed and conveyed through the Eriez metal detectors, they are packed 
into either 30 lb. boxes, 28 lb. pails, 55 gal. drums or 1,500 lb. totes. “Not only do we sell to our long-time major 
customers, but we also sell to companies that will put our fruit into either a poly bag fruit blend or a poly bag of just 
blueberries. Others use our fruit for pie �llings,” he says.

Berryhill Foods continues to invest in the most up-to-date equipment and sta� training programs, according to 
McTaggart. The company’s strict SQF certi�ed food safety system and its advanced processing equipment—coupled with 
the integration of the various Eriez metal detectors—allows Berryhill Foods to o�er customers a ready-to-use premium 
product of consistent high quality.

“We strive to keep all our growing, cultivation and processing the same so we can sell to numerous customers around 
the world,” McTaggart says. “Our goal is to consistently earn a high grade on the SQF audits because that’s what our 
customers look for and it gives us a higher standing with them. The Eriez metal detectors we have throughout our 
facilities are critical to helping us meet those stringent guidelines.” FE
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 DETECTION TECHNOLOGY

X-ray camera addresses industrial inspection
needs

 SESOTEC

Metal detector with multi-simultaneous
frequency

 METTLER-TOLEDO PRODUCT INSPECTION

Smart-design washdown inspection systems

 AUTOMATED FLEXIBLE CONVEYOR

Batch-Weigh system automates powder
dispensing

 SCOTT TURBON MIXER

Continuous Dispersion Mixer

 POWDER-SOLUTIONS INC.

Leak-Free Connector for Overs Container

 CHATILLON

Easy, Low-Cost Force Testing

 MULTI-CONVEYOR

Roller top belt integration

 ENGILICO

hyperspectral imaging inspection of rigid plastic
packaging

 NYLE SYSTEMS

Container food dryer for food and pet food
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Percentage of Baby Boomer respondents who 
say they are unconcerned with the additional 
packages they’ve received from e-commerce 
and more likely than younger generations to 
say you can never have too many boxes lying 
around. About 28% of all consumers say it’s a 
constant reminder they are shopping online 

too much.

65%

Percentage of survey respondents who put 
the responsibility to recycle their boxes on 

themselves, with the rest saying 
sustainability falls on the companies that 
make the products packaged in the boxes 

(34%) or recycling services in their local 
communities (33%).

62%

Photo courtesy of Getty Images / Rost-9D

Source: DS Smith survey, conducted online April 1-5, 2021, among 1,020 Americans who have the same amount or more boxes lying around from online 
shopping compared to pre-pandemic. Margin of error is plus or minus three percentage points.

Baby Boomers are most eager to recycle, but all groups want packages made of 
sustainable materials

How do American consumers feel about all the boxes that have accrued during the pandemic-induced push to online 
shopping? According to a nationwide DS Smith survey, Baby Boomers—the generation that came of age amid the �irst 
Earth Day in 1970—are the most motivated to recycle those leftover boxes. The global packaging provider also 
discovered that the majority of consumers (57%) don’t mind the extras, because “you can never have too many boxes” 
for reshipping, storage and other purposes. 

Boomers outpaced all other generations in taking responsibility for recycling. But all groups were united when asked 
about the surplus of boxes from e-commerce spending, and the message was clear: They’re not bothered by the extra 
packages but do want them made of sustainable materials.

Approximately 44% of those surveyed report getting more shopping deliveries during the COVID-19 pandemic, with 
15% saying they are “drowning in boxes.”

“As consumers increasingly turn to e-commerce, they don’t want to feel guilty about the packaging that comes along 
with it,” says Mark Ushpol, managing director of the North America Packaging Division for DS Smith. “They want 
packaging that is sustainable, and corrugated boxes made from renewable �iber are reusable and recyclable, helping 
businesses and consumers tackle those challenges and feel good about their choices.”

Broken out by generation, Baby Boomers (71%) hold themselves more accountable for responsibly recycling their boxes 
than others—millennials (60%), Gen Z (59%) and Gen X (58%).

Despite the eagerness of many groups to say they recycle, the U.S. lags behind most of the developed world with less 
than 35% of its overall waste recycled—a rate that has remained static since 2005. And the residential recovery rate for 
corrugated boxes remains between 30% and 40% as compared with a 95% commercial recovery rate, indicating there 
is room for improvement, especially as 89% of consumers report receiving more or the same number of boxes since 
the pandemic began. 

In its own operations, DS Smith supports a circular economy that aims to reduce and eliminate waste, and advocates 
for the reuse of materials, including its “box-to-box in 14 days” model that ensures boxes are collected, recycled and 
turned into new boxes within two weeks. 

The company’s purpose is to “Rede�ine Packaging for a Changing World,” and as part of its “Now and Next 
Sustainability Strategy” and commitment to the circular economy, the company by 2030 will use packaging and 
recycling to replace problem plastics, reduce customer carbon and eliminate consumer packaging waste.

“It’s not enough to know what is happening ‘one step forward and one
step back.’ Processors must understand what is in place at points
further back and ahead.” 
— John Rowley, vice president, Global Food Division, NSF International, on supply chain management

Photo courtesy of Getty Images / Aluxum 

$500 billion+ at risk should marketing restrictions occur

Brand Finance analyzed the potential damage across alcohol, confectionery, savory snacks and sugary drinks brands, 
which can result from the imposition of marketing restrictions across the globe. The analysis models the impact on 
enterprise value from potential reduction in the added value that brands contribute to the business—known as brand 
contribution.

The report looks at nine of the world’s biggest food and drink brand-owning companies: AB InBev, The Coca-Cola 
Company, Diageo, Heineken, Mondelēz International, Nestlé, PepsiCo, Pernod Ricard and Treasury Wine Estates, as well 
as the industry as a whole.

These nine major companies could lose a total of $267 billion in enterprise value should marketing restrictions be 
implemented. On average, the companies in question could each lose nearly one-quarter of their enterprise value and 
over 50% of brand contribution.

Looking beyond simply the nine companies analyzed, and extrapolating this to the entire endangered industries 
globally, alcohol, confectionary, savory snacks and sugary drinks brands could lose a projected $521 billion.

David Haigh, chairman and CEO of Brand Finance, says, “Brands are integral to how the world operates. In times of 
crisis, brands—especially those most valuable and strongest in their categories and markets—become a safe haven for 
capital. Well-managed, innovative and reputable brands are what the global economy turns to in the hour of need. 
Severe marketing restrictions are catastrophic, not only for brands, but for all stakeholders, from consumers and 
society to investors and governments.”
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SHOWCASE
Product & Literature

The Most Hygienic Solution for Food Processing
Belt Conveyors

Lubriplate NSF H1 Registered Lubricants Have
The Power To Protect!

Maximum Holding Power Eriez New RE Xtreme+
Plate Magnets

#1 Food and Beverage Design Firm since 2015, ENRResidue suppression level switches ensure run-dry
protection
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*FEATURED*
FOOD AND BEVERAGE - EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

THUNDERBIRD Food Machinery, Inc.

Click Boxes Below to Learn MoreFOOD AND BEVERAGE - EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Xchanger
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Find it quickly and easily when 
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Further information on these companies can be found in the 2021 FOOD MASTER CATALOG. This index is published as a convenience. No liability is 
assumed for errors or omissions.
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